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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable focuses on the detailed description of the services conceived at the beginning of the project to
be integrated into the CIPSEC architecture, and how each of them will interact with other elements (products,
services and users) in the complete framework.
At the top-most level, the document describes how each service is structured, the scope and the expected
output, as well as the requirements to operate them in an optimal way to provide the desired functionality.
Efforts have been made to go beyond an individual service approach, trying to establish synergies among the
different elements of CIPSEC, providing a holistic view of the solution developed in the frame of the project.
Besides the deliverable preliminary explores, when possible at this stage of the CIPSEC development, the
expected business strategy associated with each service, which should be a basis for establishing a joint
business model for CIPSEC as a whole. Full details will be provided in the deliverables linked to WP5.
Special mention must be made to “Training”. Since the development of these activities are being implemented
in parallel to the EU action, a first approach to the future service which should run once CIPSEC becomes a
solution is firstly envisaged and described here. The final description of the Training service will be completed
by the end of the project.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Purpose of the document
CIPSEC will create a robust security framework for Critical Infrastructures (CIs) that will have the ability to
orchestrate an assortment of heterogeneous products and services from different providers. Such a framework
will be able to provide protection of the highest quality for all the different components and departments of the
(CI) end-users.
Services in CIPSEC include vulnerability tests and recommendations, technicians training courses, publicprivate partnerships (PPPs) for advanced contingency plan, forensic analysis, preliminary certification, and
protection against cascading effects. All solutions and services will be validated in three pilots performed in
three different CI environments (application domain: transportation, health and environment monitoring).
This deliverable extends the description of services to be integrated into the CIPSEC general architecture to
enable the reliable and high-quality operation of the proposed technical solutions (products), providing a
detailed view of the characteristics of each one.

2.2 Relation to the other project work
D2.4 reports the CIPSEC services, which are one of the core results of the project. The following deliverables
have been used as inputs for D2.4:




D1.1, D1.2 and D1.3, which provide with the context analysis of critical infrastructure, security
requirements, and market analysis around security and critical infrastructures.
D2.1 and D2.2, which provide the full picture of the architecture design.

Additionally, the following documents and activities are directly linked to D2.4 and they can be useful for
understanding the services’ characteristics:




D2.3, which reports in detail the integration of partners’ products within the CIPSEC architecture.
Pilots created in WP3, which plan the integration of CIPSEC tools and services based on the
architecture designed.

The here-described contents will be finally revised and consolidated as part of the D2.5 that will be reported in
M24 (Final Version of the CIPSEC Unified Architecture and Initial Version of the CIPSEC Framework
Prototype).
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3 Individual services to be integrated in the CIPSEC framework
3.1 Contingency
3.1.1 Introduction
Critical infrastructures serve large areas and a very large number of people, businesses and industries.
Therefore, by definition, the impact of the fall of one of them must necessarily be global and extensive. And this
makes dependent both the services provided by these infrastructures and the infrastructures themselves.
It should be remembered that "dependency" means the relationship between two products or services in which
one product or service is necessary for the generation of the other. In the case at hand, the units include both
the essential services and the infrastructures that support them. In this way, for infrastructures to operate
properly, services provided by other infrastructures or segments of the same sector or of different sectors are
needed and this is what is known as interdependence.
What is certain is that, whether through connectivity, direct policies and procedures or geospatial proximity,
critical infrastructure systems interact among themselves and in an increasingly pronounced way. These
interactions often create complex relationships that cross each other. However, modelling and analyzing the
interdependencies between infrastructures and their critical elements is a relatively new and tremendously
complex task.
Critical Infrastructure owners and managers, historically interested in the proper functioning of their own
facilities, often very well bound, must now deal with the problems caused by the unlimited connectivity of
networks and technology.
There is a growing need to analyze and better understand the influence of multiple sectors, which may induce
potentially unforeseen side effects on others, either directly or indirectly, and which may in extreme cases lead
1
to the generation of cascade effects, or domino, with hardly predictable consequences .
Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) is understood as the set of activities designed to ensure the functionality,
continuity and integrity of essential services to prevent, mitigate and neutralize the potential damage caused by
the different threats on the infrastructures. Thus, CIP policies, like Contingency plans must be based on five
basic principles, which provide cohesion and coherence to the whole system. They are:
1. Coordination.
2. Shared responsibility and public-private cooperation between the different actors.
3. Equilibrium and efficiency.
4. Staggered planning.
2

5. Resilience .

3.1.2 Regulatory and legislative framework in EU
First, we should consider Critical Infrastructures regulations and laws at the European level.

1

Duddenhoeffer, Perman and Manic, “Interdependency modeling and emergency response” Idaho National Laboratory, 2017

2

John D. Moteff, "Critical Infrastructure Resilience: The Evolution of Policy and Programs and Issues for Congress"
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Council of Europe asked the Commission to develop a strategy for CI protection in 2004, the result was the
1
Commission Communication number 702/2004 . This Communication contains the first definition of Critical
Infrastructures:
“Critical infrastructures are those physical and information technology facilities, networks, services and assets
which, if disrupted or destroyed, would have a serious impact on the health, safety, security or economic wellbeing of citizens or the effective functioning of governments in European Union (EU) countries.”
The document includes a list of Critical Infrastructures as individuated by the Commission:











Energy installations and networks (e.g. electrical power, oil and gas production, storage facilities and
refineries, transmission and distribution system).
Communications and Information Technology (e.g. telecommunications, broadcasting systems,
software, hardware and networks including the Internet).
Finance (e.g. banking, securities and investment).
Health Care (e.g. hospitals, health care and blood supply facilities, laboratories and pharmaceuticals,
search and rescue, emergency services).
Food (e.g. safety, production means, wholesale distribution and food industry).
Water (e.g. dams, storage, treatment and networks).
Transport (e.g. airports, ports, intermodal facilities, railway and mass transit networks, traffic control
systems)
Production, storage and transport of dangerous goods (e.g. chemical, biological, radiological and
nuclear materials)
Government (e.g. critical services, facilities, information networks, assets and key national sites and
monuments)

This document is very relevant in the context of EU Critical Infrastructure legislation also because it contains
the proposal for the creation of an European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP), that was
implemented by the “Green Book” of 2005, the 786 Communication of 2006 and finally, starting in 2007, with
the EU program for the “Prevention, preparation and management of Terrorism and other security risks”.
All these activities by the Commission brought us, in 2008, the Directive 114/2008 which is still today the basis
of EU legislation for Critical Infrastructure Protection.
Directive 114/2008
The Directive instructs EU countries to individuate the Critical Infrastructures in their territories about
“European” Critical Infrastructures (ECIs). ECIs are defined as the CIs whose failure could have a transnational
impact. For these, the directive introduces some special protection measures: a risk assessment to be done at
the national level, and the Operator Security Plans, to be developed and implemented by the CI operators.
ECI individuation is limited to a subset of the industries listed above: Energy (power, oil and gas) and
Transportation (roads, railways, air traffic, navigation) but it allows for future expansion to the other sectors.

1

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM:l33259
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ECI individuation is outlined in Annex III: each state selects CIs for the designated sectors; then the impact of a
possible incident is evaluated using intersectoral criteria (casualties, economic damages). EU countries also
are free to fix the thresholds above which a CI is to be considered an ECI. After the impact assessment at the
national level, the impact on other members is again evaluated. Again, on the ECIs selected are applied the
intersectoral criteria which assess “cascading effects” on other sectors. All the process is basically left to each
member state, which is somewhat a contradiction if the goal is to individuate infrastructures critical for Europe.
The approach to CI protection endorsed by the directive is risk-oriented.
Another example of incidents reporting is NIS Directive 2016/1148. It was adopted by the European Parliament
th
on July 6 , 2016 and it contains the obligation for operators in the seven strategic sectors affected by the
directive to report incidents that have a significant impact on the security, or continuity, of the main services
they provide. The NIS Directive shall be transposed into national law, within a maximum period of 21 months
after its approval, through a legislative act (law, decree or another regulatory instrument).
Finally, in relation to reporting obligations, another legislative act is the EIDAS (European Parliament and
1
Council Regulation, 2014). Article 19 of this Regulation stipulates that fiduciary service providers must report
"any breach of security or loss of integrity that has a significant impact on the trust service provided or personal
data" to the relevant Example, a security or data protection authority) and, in some cases, to ENISA. As the
Regulation is directly applicable in the EU countries without transposition, the notification rule enshrined in this
legislative act (the EIDAS Regulation) applies directly at national level.

Figure 1 . Contingency: Risk Based Methodology
Table 1. EU Law and related documents for data regulation
EU Law and related documents
Directive 2008/114/EC — identification and designation of European critical infrastructures and assessment of

1

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/article19-incident-reporting-framework
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the need to improve their protection
Directive 2013/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 August 2013 on attacks against
information systems and replacing Council Framework Decision 2005/222/JHA
Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2016 concerning measures
for a high common level of security of network and information systems across the Union
Communication from the Commission of 12 December 2006 on a European Programme for Critical
Infrastructure Protection [COM(2006) 786 final – Official Journal C 126 of 7.6.2007].

The new General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union (May 25th, 2016)
th

GDPR (EU 2016/679) was approved in Brussels on April 27 , 2016 by Parliament and the European
Commission. The approved regulation focuses on the processing of personal data and the free circulation of
these data. This regulation repeals Directive 95/46 / EC which it exercised as the previous regulation. The
th
th
Regulation entered into force on May 25 that year but will not start to apply until two years later, on May 25 ,
2018. Until then both Directive 95/46 and the various national rules transposing it, remain fully valid and
applicable. GDPR deals with the CIs ecosystem in different aspects, despite it should be pointed out that the
compliance of this regulation is out of the scope of CIPSEC project.
1

Here come some general conclusions regarding the critical infrastructures scenarios in the frame of GDPR:


Encryption has become the quasi-standard under the GDPR – therefore the use of encryption in CI will be
a key element when it comes to compliance with the GDPR.



However, specifically for encrypting calls and other electronic communications note that:





The EU regulatory framework on electronic communications also contains a set of rules imposing on
telco operators’ robust technical and organizational security measures (which include encryption of
communications (e.g. calls, online sessions, text messages, etc.)).



The new EU network & information security directive requires operators of critical infrastructures (ports,
airports, hospitals, etc.) to implement technical and organizational security measures to protect their
network and information systems.

Finally, encrypting data/systems, although an important element for any GDPR compliance program, is not
enough to ensure full compliance with the GDPR. In addition to the obligation to implement security
measures (e.g. encryption and data pseudonymization), data controllers will have to take many other
measures (e.g. be more transparent as to what they do with people’s data; having robust data protection
clauses in their contracts with external vendors; carry out PIAs for high-risk data processing; implement a
compliance program; appoint a data protection officer; etc.).

3.1.2.1

Status quo related to CIPSEC Pilots

HCPB - SPAIN
In Spain, the National Centre for the Protection of Critical Infrastructures (CNPIC), is the body responsible for
promoting, coordinating and supervising all activities entrusted to the Secretary of State for Security of the
“Ministry of Home Affairs” in relation to the protection of the Spanish critical infrastructures, in accordance with

1

Tom de Cordier, Partner at CMS DeBacker. Tom possesses extensive experience in privacy and data protection law, telecommunications
law, IT law. “GDPR summary: Why encryption and other measures are now a must”, April, 2016.
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Spanish Law 8/2011, which establishes the measures for the protection of critical infrastructures, subsequently
developed through Royal Ordinance 704/2011.
th

The review of the National Plan for the Protection of Critical Infrastructures of May 7 , 2007, included the
obligation for Critical Infrastructure Operators to report to the corresponding CERT of Security and Industry,
incidents of cybersecurity according to the level of alert established at each moment. To facilitate compliance
1
with this requirement, the Cybersecurity Incident Reporting Guide was developed, which establishes the
procedure to be followed by operators and the levels of attention and response by CERT based on the alert
level.
Currently, HCPB is not following any specific standards related to IT/OT Security (neither national nor regional
nor proper to the hospital).
The leitmotiv of HCPB’s information security management framework is based mainly on the standards of the
2
ISO 27000 series .
As its own initiative, the Hospital Clinic is defining a Master Plan that defines its IT/OT Security Policy following
the previous standards.
CSI - ITALY
Analysing the security situation in Italy it is visible that, unlike some other countries, both in the industry and
public sectors (making an exception for banks and some big companies) the awareness of the risk posed by
cyber threats is quite low.
Historically, the normative and governance ambiguity of the Agency for Digital Italy (Agenzia per l’Italia Digitale
/ AgID) was an example of the existing difficulties.
To cope with this lack of awareness and plan improvement, it has been necessary to establish a governance
structure operating with the competencies and abilities in line with the complexity of the digital revolution.
Italy transposed the Directive 114/2008 in 2010 and 2011 (Decree 61/2011). This decree lays down the
guidelines for ECI individuation, sets up the NISP (A governmental committee to implement them) and contains
the definition of the Operator Security Plan for CI operators. The “IC Secretariat” (SIC) is the operative structure
tasked with CI individuation and liaison with the Commission.
Within the legal framework this has been translated into a set of tasks allocated to the Prime Minister:
To adopt a Strategic National Framework for the Security of the Cyberspace
Quadro strategico nazionale per la sicurezza dello spazio cibernetico - http://www. sicurezzanazionale.gov.it/sisr.nsf/wpcontent/uploads/2014/02/quadro-strategico-nazionale-cyber.pdf,2014

To adopt a National Plan for the Security of the Cyberspace
Piano nazionale per la protezione cibernetica e la sicurezza informatica - http://www. sicurezzanazionale.gov.it/sisr.nsf/wpcontent/uploads/2014/02/piano-nazionale-cyber.pdf, 2014.

To rectify necessary directives for the actuation of the plan
Direttiva recante indirizzi per la protezione cibernetica e la sicurezza informatica nazionale,
http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2013/03/19/13A02504/sg, , 2013

The outcome of this is a quite complex organisation like the shown below. The resulting structure indicates a
high fragmentation of roles and responsibilities that does not have yet the necessary efficiency to cope with the
frequent changes in the threats drivers.

1

CNPIC, Incibe, “Identificación y reporte de incidentes de seguridad para operadores estratégicos”. 2013.

2

http://www.27000.org/
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Figure 2. Contingency: Italian Cybersecurity National Framework

1

2

As part of the framework, the ISCOM (Istituto Superiore delle Comunicazioni e delle Tecnologie
dell’Informazione) is a technical-scientific body operating within the Ministry of Economic-Communication
Development that has an active role in publishing guidelines and provide training/awareness support for both
public and private sectors in Cybersecurity domain.
DB AG - GERMANY

3

Germany has recently passed a particular law (“IT-Sicherheitsgesetz” (ITSG)), which demands from operators
of critical infrastructures




to define and implement adequate sector-specific IT security standards (“B3S”)
to report IT security related irregularities and attacks

ITSG is compatible with the EU Network and Information Security (NIS) regulation. It will be supplemented by
specific regulations and become effective for rail transport in 2018.
The “Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik” (BSI) is the government agency responsible for IT
security. BSI and the sector authorities (for the railways EBA) will decide about fit for purpose of the standards
and enforce the ITSG. They are also responsible for collecting and analysing incident reports and take
appropriate actions.
BSI has issued comprehensive guidance material, e. g. a basic protection manual (“Grundschutzhandbuch”) as
well as for industrial control systems.

1

CENELEC - Final Report of SG A16

2 http://www.isticom.it/index.php/archivio-pubblicazioni
3 CENELEC - Final Report of SG A16
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DKE has issued two national pre-standards for railway signalling:
· 0831-102 defines a particular protection profile for a kind of VPN tunnel
· 0831-104 gives guidance on how to apply IEC 62443 to railway signalling
In Germany, there exists a general law and extensive guidance related to general IT security, but only
standards or guidance documents related to railway applications. In the future, the importance of sector-specific
standards and guidelines will rise.

3.1.2.2

Map of national security strategies 1

WISER is a European collaborative Innovation Action that puts cyber-risk management at the very heart of
good business practice, benefitting multiple industries in particular critical infrastructure and process owners
and ICT-intensive SMEs.
The integrated approach to control mitigating activities will address cyber-security threats and their
consequences in critical information infrastructure and empower decision makers in public and private
organizations to assess cyber-risk.
This one of the reasons why CIPSEC consortium has chosen WISER project, to bring synergies together, and
exchanging different points of view about Public – Private Partnerships (PPP).
WISER offers a situational cartography showing current national security strategies on different EU countries.
By surfing, the user can find different national cyber security strategies and related initiatives of each EU
country. In particular, discovering valuable information like the scope (number and types of measures),
incentives (e.g. use of structural funds), assessment tools, progress on actions defined. An analysis on
legislation gaps, remaining challenges and recommendations is also provided.
The gap analysis conducted, which has involved analysis of the measures of national cyber security strategies
and relevant initiatives in EU and worldwide, led to identification of relevant gaps in legislation in the field
across the EU-28 Member States, as well as helped to shape other actions to scale out the best practices and
potentially help reduce the negative impact of cyber incidents based on a set of recommendations.

3.1.2.3

Standardization and other recommended controls

In addition to the EU regulatory framework discussed at the beginning of this section, there are other
recommendations that will allow continuing to foster collaboration and with it, cybersecurity guidelines. A clear
example is the adoption of internationally recognized security controls or measures for the protection of
systems in each sector. This guarantees standardization, and personalization for the sector, following criteria of
efficiency and facility for its deployment.
By having common controls, it is easier to compare the level of security of the organisations in the sector and
therefore to detect if there is a security problem in any of them. Similarly, faced with a new threat would be
easier to know the vulnerability of the sector and take the necessary measures to minimize the risk as soon as
possible.
These controls should be jointly established between the public authority and the companies in the sector
concerned, with the former providing the existing threats in the sector and the latter the knowledge of their
systems and their criticality. Based on this information, it will determine the controls that are most effective, as

1 http://cyberwiser.eu/cartography
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well as the level of implementation required. Because threats vary, so should controls, this fact forces us to
maintain a management of active controls and a communication with the companies affected by them.
To do this, it is necessary to identify, describe and adopt frameworks and standards applicable in these
environments:







ISA / IEC 62443
ISO 27001
ISO 27002
BS 25999
NIST SP 800-82

As we introduced previously describing the CIPSEC pilots peculiarities, some of the standards approved by the
1
CENELEC / ETSI standardization body are as follows:



Logical security standards from the field of ICT. They can serve (wholly or partially) to guide the safety
of smart networks. ISO / IEC 15408 standard.



Standards from the field of industrial automation. In general, and without exception, it is the field of
cybersecurity. They are closer to the actual operation of smart grids to the industrial sector project. ISA
/ IEC 62443 standard
CIPSEC also consider necessary to add compliance with the ISO / IEC 27032 standard "for cybersecurity" with
which the ISO organization aims to guarantee the security of information exchanges on the Internet that can
help to combat cybercrime with cooperation and coordination, as well as such as fighting social engineering
attacks, hackers, malware, spyware and other types of unwanted software.

3.1.3 European Union Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) for advanced
Contingency Plan
As we describe in Section 3.1.2 - “Regulatory and legislative framework in EU”, the Directive on Network and
th
Information Systems (NIS Directive) was published on July 6 2016 - the day following the signing of the
2
European Union's public-private partnership agreement on cybersecurity (ECSO) - which obliges "essential
service providers" to take the necessary measures to ensure the safety of its facilities. The main goal is the
digital common market: "Europe must be prepared to stop increasingly sophisticated digital threats that do not
recognize any frontiers".
th

Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union of July 6 , 2016
is the first European directive on cybersecurity and the first rule on measures to ensure a high common level of
Networks and information systems in the European Union. The NIS Directive is a decisive step towards
meeting the challenge posed by cybersecurity threats. The standard establishes a common approach to avoid
attacks on key businesses and services.
The aim is to end the fragmentation of cyber security systems between countries to act in a cohesive way
within the European Union and requires critical service companies to meet new requirements. In practice, it

1

https://www.cenelec.eu/aboutcenelec/whatwedo/technologysectors/Informationandcommunicationtechnology.html

2

https://www.ecs-org.eu/about
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seeks to increase the overall level of cybersecurity in the European Union and is essential to ensure
cybersecurity in Europe.
The above-mentioned cybersecurity directive entered into force in August 2016 and EU countries will have 21
months to transpose it and 6 more to identify essential service operators. In order to achieve its objectives, it
establishes the obligation, for all EU countries, to adopt a national strategy for the security of networks and
information systems:






It sets up a cooperation group to support and facilitate strategic cooperation and exchange of
information between Member States and to build confidence and security between them.
Creates a network of Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) to contribute to the
development of confidence and security between EU countries and promote rapid and effective
operational cooperation.
It sets out security and notification requirements for essential service operators and digital service
providers.
It sets out obligations for EU countries to designate competent national authorities, single contact
points and CSIRTs with functions related to the security of networks and information systems.

3.1.3.1

Role of the Government in PPP Crisis Management and Contingency Plans

The main responsibilities of Government apart from providing security and protection to citizens and their
property are guaranteeing territorial integrity, contributing to the proper functioning of markets and to the
maintenance of the country's strategic infrastructure. Both citizens and the private sector expect the
Government to be prepared to deal with a wide range of possible security crisis situations that could affect
these essential elements.
As we described previously, different European countries have adopted Security Policies and Laws were
approved with the purpose of improving the coordination of the different public administrations in the prevention
and the integral response to highly complex security crisis situations. These laws articulate a management
model that contemplates the prevention, detection, response, return to normality and evaluation, based on the
gradual and broad participation of all the affected actors, a space where the public-private partnership makes
special sense.
Before detailing the meaning and use of the participation of the private sector in the management of actions
related to cybersecurity crises, it is necessary to describe what scenarios are key to National Security interest
and refer the organizational structure that should be established to deal with any security incident crisis.
Any situation of interest for the National Security will be faced with the ordinary corporate bodies and means of
the different public Administrations. In no case shall it imply the suspension of fundamental rights and public
freedoms in the terms constitutionally established for the declaration of states of emergency and site.
The actions to be carried out must be aimed at detecting and assessing the specific risks and threats to
National Security, facilitating the decision-making process and ensuring an optimal and coordinated response
of the necessary State resources.
The participation of the different public Administrations is an inexorable principle of the different National
Security Systems, and for this the system will count, when it is constituted, with the cooperative action of the
Sectoral bodies on National Security issues, as well as with the mechanisms liaison and coordination measures
that are determined in a timely manner, ensuring the participation of the bodies of the competent authorities, to
ensure the coordination of actions.
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This analysis should be carried out in an inclusive manner and in coordination with the competent bodies and
authorities, as well as with the private sector, which allows it to carry out continuous and constant 24 × 7
monitoring, thus enabling it to carry out early warning and advice on preventive actions, anticipation or
preparation in response.
In a particularly relevant way, it is important to start from the premise that without this collaboration an adjusted
response to cybersecurity crises is not possible. To deal effectively with any crisis situations that may arise, the
inclusion of the private sector in prevention, defence, detection, response and recovery activities is essential.

3.1.3.2

Public-private collaboration and cybersecurity crisis management

The private sector is one of the main agents within the different schemes of National Security of the different
EU countries. This is reflected in the National Security Policies and Laws, and this is reflected in its possible
participation both in the formulation and execution of National Security policies, as in crisis management and
the contribution of resources.
Further progress must be made in a coordinated way in different aspects of crisis management that must be
materialized through concrete projects and actions:







The necessary determination of cybersecurity governance models at international, European and
national levels.
The extension of the commitment based on cooperation for the prevention, defence, detection,
response and recovery of cyberattacks.
Enhancing trust among stakeholders to foster the exchange of information.
Working together on the strategic implications of crisis management.

The unique importance of cybersecurity exercises and the necessary commitment to progress in
awareness raising and awareness through the development of a strong culture of national
cybersecurity.
At the strategic level, it is necessary to develop systems of communication and exchange of information with
the aim of creating mechanisms and instruments for liaison and coordination for prevention, detection,
response, return to normality and evaluation in crisis situations in the field of Cybersecurity, that is, a single
point of public-private coordination.
The contributions of both sectors in the system, in addition to benefiting knowledge about cyber threats and
contributing to raising those situations in which alerts are of interest, will serve to identify strengths and
weaknesses, analyse potential areas of cybercrime and maintain the link of private sector with public agencies
that watch over National Security.
The exchange of information on cyber threats at the operational level is also of vital importance given the
potential effects of cyberattacks that may arise simultaneously on national public and private sectors and
especially on critical infrastructures as such.
In this sense, it is necessary to have technological tools and mechanisms that enable this information exchange
to be carried out proactively with the private sector and through specific contact points for this purpose. In
addition, the information may be sectoral, since cyber threats do not equally affect all sectors and the answers
do not have to be either.
Therefore, this mechanism involves integrating, defining, developing and implementing the procedures in a
unique framework of direct collaboration with the private sector. Due to its importance CIPSEC has decided to
include a specific section on this service, as well as take part in the CIPSEC innovation roadmap. (More details
in Deliverable 2.3 “CIPSEC products integration on the Unified Architecture”)
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Referring cooperation in the management of incidents between the public and private sectors under NIS
Directive, it should be recalled that in February 2013 the European Commission submitted the proposal for a
Directive for consideration by the Council of the European Union and the European Parliament. The proposal
for a directive was one of the measures contained in the European Union's cybersecurity strategy: an open,
protected and secure cyberspace. As we described previously, finally, after several years of negotiations, the
th
Directive was adopted by the European Parliament on July 6 , 2016 and entered into force in August of the
same year.

3.1.3.3

Cyber Exercises: Broadening and deepening public-private partnerships

It is of vital importance that the European organizations associated with Critical Infrastructures to be prepared
to cope with the cyberattacks, having the adequate resources at any time and adapted to each situation.
To verify the suitability of the means used in the various cybersecurity crisis management processes, it is
necessary to carry out periodic cybersecurity exercises. These exercises should be simulated from different
phases of crisis management, such as the different levels of action and decision-making (technical, operational
and political-strategic levels) to check the degree of coordination between institutions responsible to each one
of the phases and of these with the private sector. They also serve to train the existing protocols and evaluate
their operation, to test the knowledge of capacities, communication and the exchange of information between
both sectors, which fosters the creation of a framework of trust and direct collaboration.
To improve the management of resources available at the national level, every EU country should develop a
National Catalogue of Cyber-Exercises to identify areas of deficit to be promoted by both the public sector and
the private sector, to promote the participation of both sectors by presenting planning coordinated and ordered
at national level and of these with those exercises that are developed at international and European level.
Finally, the proposed model and proposed actions do not work if they are not practiced and exercised through
simulated decisions and procedures. The exercises not only provide opportunities for analysing cybersecurity
incidents at a technical level but can also increase their operational and strategic complexity to examine
business continuity and complex crisis management situations.
The Cyber Europe exercise
The Cyber Europe Exercise, organized every two years by the Network and Information Security Agency
(ENISA), is the largest cyber exercise ever undertaken worldwide. These exercises simulate large-scale
cybersecurity incidents, which escalate into a cybersecurity crisis at European level.
The main objective of the different editions has been to work on cooperation and exchange of information at
European level between the EU countries and ENISA, and also involving the private sector in its
implementation.
Undoubtedly, over the years, national coordination and planning has progressed with greater involvement of
the private sector, and there has been a significant evolution in planning and in greater collaboration and
participation of the public sector and the private sector.
th

th

During the fourth edition (2016), which took place on October 13 -14 , more than 300 institutions and
enterprises from 28EU countries, Switzerland and Norway participated to test the cooperation mechanisms at
the national and international level and the Capabilities in cybersecurity.
nd

During the compilation of this deliverable, on June 22 , 2017, ENISA published the Evaluation Report of Cyber
1
Europe 2016 , which includes the main results and recommendations, among which are:

1

ENISA, “CYBER EUROPE 2016:AFTER ACTION REPORT”, June 2017
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Member States of the EU enhance the importance of sharing information in the case of cross-border
incidents.
Cyber Europe 2016 showed that, as of today, there is still no cooperation framework at EU level for
cyber security incidents.
The exercise provided opportunities for participants to test and improve their cybersecurity capabilities.
Sometimes the vision needed to link technical and operational response activities with strategic crisis
management mechanisms is lacking, resulting in slowing down recovery strategies and supporting
decision-making.

It should be noted that the preparatory acts for CyberEurope 2018 are already under way by ENISA and the
Member States of the EU.

Figure 3. Contingency: Cyber Europe 2016 Timeline
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The challenges and opportunities posed by participation in this type of exercises allow testing the level of
cooperation, collaboration and public-private and public-public communication at different levels and in real
time (tactical-technical, operational and strategic).
It also increases knowledge about resources and capacities for prevention, detection and response to
cyberattacks and crisis management, exercising management in decision making for each of the levels
involved, as well as allowing practice and coordination of communication coordinated and under a single
leadership.

3.1.3.4

Public – Private Partnerships and Information Sharing

As we described previously in Section 3.2, cyber-threats are becoming more complex and therefore more
difficult to manage. Sharing information and working together between responses teams from different CERT /
CSIRTs facilitates the generation of a global intelligence that improves the capacity to act in a preventive
manner. To this end, it is necessary for public and private actors to feel involved in cybersecurity, to establish
mechanisms that facilitate coordination between different public and private actors and cooperation, facilitating
the exchange of information. The main objective of Information Sharing is collecting, storage and distribution of
information necessary to act homogeneously, quickly and effectively against cyber threats, generating a
common and shared knowledge. Although present and future regulation imposes the need to share information
and to notify security breaches, it is necessary to harmonize legislation at the international level, to overcome
the mistrust of providing information, often considered highly sensitive, and to establish and adopt standards for
the homogenization of formats.
Incident Response Teams with varying levels of maturity can actively work on a globally coordinated incident
response, providing and sharing valuable information and improving the security of the entire ecosystem. Given
that the nature of cyberattacks is often global, it is essential that the response and neutralization is not limited to
the local or national level but is operated from a cross-border perspective. For this global action to be possible,
it is necessary to collaborate by exchanging, in a secure and reliable way, information about such incidents.
However, launching and maintaining an information-sharing procedure is not as simple a task as it might in
principle be supposed to be. In general, many obstacles will have to be overcome that make this process
difficult. Among these difficulties we can mention: establishing a relationship of trust, overcoming the suspicion
to give visibility to the information obtained and reach a consensus to format the information and issues related
to its treatment, maintenance, classification and dissemination. We are talking about the use of standards.
Inhibitors for Sharing Threat Information





Technical aspects. Technical aspects are the most common barrier to effective information exchange
between CERT. These technical issues are related to the solution used to facilitate automated
exchange and the ability to interoperate with other systems deployed by local CERT / CSIRTs. Another
very important problem is related to the quality of the data, that is, the information shared by one of the
actors is identified as relevant and of value to the rest of the community.
Legal and procedural aspects. Doubts are raised as to whether the information exchanged presents
legal problems in terms of data protection and privacy protection, given that, even within the EU,
different interpretations can be found concerning the criteria for protection of privacy. Owing to these
issues, the exchange of information between CERT and other actors is often inhibited.
Lack of confidence. Confidence problems are some of the most important obstacles to improved and
effective communication between CERTs and other stakeholders. In cybersecurity, trust is the most
important feature of a successful cooperative relationship. In addition, trust is weakened when only one
party is active in the exchange of information, without obtaining much in exchange for the other party.
Commonly, different actors appear where the boundaries of the use of the information are not clear and
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they require clarifying in high detail the use of the same, as well as the scope of the treatment. For
example, there are frequent occurrences of actors in the private enterprise who can use the information
for their use or for sale, and public bodies can use the information for their protection or help other
administrations.



Insufficient interest on the part of the parties. The description of high-impact, large-scale incidents
are a typical example of a situation that would generate a report to be exchanged. The culture of
sharing and the demand for information is certainly not a problem, but workloads are often an important
inhibitor. Immersed in the day-to-day operations, exists a lack of interest both in sharing and in using
shared information, which causes the global system, little by little, it loses usefulness and value.

Benefits of Information Sharing
The main objective of Information Sharing is to establish a procedure that allows the collection, storage and
distribution of information necessary to act in a homogeneous, fast and effective way against cyber threats.
This will also result in a better knowledge of malware, its attack mechanisms and in facilitating prevention and
response to incidents related to activity.
The benefits derived from the exchange of information are:






Generate an awareness of the global state of security
Knowledge maturation "lessons learned"
Prevention (identifying at an early stage situation of risk and acting on them).
Agile response (reducing mitigation time and efficiency

Artefacts in Cybersecurity Intelligence
Sharing information about security threats is a great benefit as long as it collects content of value and is
disseminated in a structured way. With regard to content, useful information should include vulnerability
security warnings, reports and studies on security protocols, systems and practices, but above all, preventive
and reactive information to address cyber threats and security incidents.
The following is the information that will potentially be shared collaboratively between different public or private
CERTs and with their communities:
Security notices
Cybersecurity events, treated and processed properly, can lead to the identification of incidents proactively that
are then communicated within and outside the CERT's constituency to trigger a mitigation action.
One of the most important tasks of CERTs is to provide information on new cyber threats so that the
information provided is relevant and valid and allows their community or other CERT / CSIRTs to be adequately
protected, facilitating learning and Effective improvement of safety levels.
In addition, vulnerabilities in product or service security are identified and reported by the manufacturers
themselves or by researchers so that they can be corrected with the corresponding security patches.
Reports
These guides and studies aim to provide both practical and theoretical value to promote and improve digital
security in all areas of society and for system administrators and technicians in cybersecurity.
Studies and tools
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CERT makes available to its community cybersecurity tools focused on prevention, detection and response to
cybersecurity incidents, which in many cases have been developed by CERT itself based on the need to
respond to a specific threat.

Problems of standardization: private initiatives vs standards
One of the main problems to facilitate all this information, so that it can be processed by the receiver and
integrated in its architecture of cybersecurity, is the adopted format.
The next difficulty to overcome for the exchange of information is to establish a common and recognized format
among the beneficiaries of the information. In this sense, the use of standards will enable the use and efficient
and rapid distribution of information.
To this end, the IETF takes the first steps towards standardization in 2007 by publishing RFC 5070 which
defines IODEF, acronym for Incident Object Description Exchange Format. This specification contains a set of
guidelines for the CISRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) that are desirable in documenting
significant indicators of security incidents. It is based on XML schemas for data management and will be a point
of reference for later adaptations.
The path to adopting a standard is not always unique and rapid, and following the IODEF specification multiple
approaches emerge that struggle to become the de facto standard. Among the standards that have garnered
more prominence and acceptance are the OpenIOC (FireEye company) and the more collaborative proposals
CybOX, STIX and TAXII (US Government initiative through MITRE, DHS and US-CERT).
As we described in D2.3, STIX and TAXII will be the standards chosen by CIPSEC to sharing cybersecurity
intelligence related with events and incidents detected in CIPSEC framework.
Although industrial cyber security has been usually instrumental in ensuring availability as a key element, in the
current context of Industry 4.0, the importance of the confidentiality of data is highlighted. The concern about
sensitive data, know-how or intellectual property of companies being disclosed when sharing information, are
key issues to consider. For this reason, CIPSEC framework also counts on a data anonymization tool using
statistical disclosure control algorithms.

3.1.4 PPP Basic premises
Outlining the cornerstones described previously, the success of any model of public-private cooperation within
a Contingency Plan must be based on all or some of the following premises:


Trust. Given that CIP matter addresses very sensitive issues, it is essential to create an atmosphere of
trust in which both parties are aware of the need for each of them to act with due discretion. Maintaining a
relationship of trust between the Administration and private companies is essential for growing
collaboration. From the experience gained, it can be seen that, in order to foster trust, there is a need for
unique contact points on both sides, with decision-making capacity within their organization, to be aware of
the possibilities of the other party to obtain the maximum relationship. In addition, it is essential to foster
collaboration in other cybersecurity activities, such as cyber-exercises, questionnaires, management of
minor incidents, participation in forums, so as to be natural and automatic procedures for collaboration in
any kind of action that must be carried out jointly in a future real environment. The creation of mechanisms
for informal cooperation between the staff of both entities is also an indispensable aspect of improving
trust between the competent Administration and the company. Trust between the two parties will also allow
for greater agility in sharing information and speed in decision making to manage the incident effectively.



Exchange of information. It must be in both directions, valid for both parties and based on budgets of
confidentiality and exploitability.



Respect. Both parties must recognize the added value of involving the other party in the collaboration.
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Transparency. Both in the general procedures and in the information, that is made available to the other
party. Transparency allows to generate the necessary environment so that the collaboration is fruitful but
for it to have continuity must be given in both directions. Transparency on the part of the competent Public
Administration will allow the sharing of information about incidents that may affect them, as well as the
means available to them, to help private companies. All this gives private companies a fundamental time to
prepare the response to these incidents. On the other hand, transparency from the private company to the
Administration, both in incidents and in relation to available means, allows an assessment of the incident
by the competent body and allows a sharing of the incident information with other entities of the sector that
will allow taking the appropriate measures to anticipate the incident.



Clear regulatory framework. Operators want to know clearly what to expect. It is advisable to have
few and simple laws and, above all, to avoid duplicities.



Neutrality. Within the frame of the CIP collaboration, there can be no partisan or economic interest.



Common interest. The results obtained should benefit both parties, so that there is the necessary quid
pro quo.



Awareness of the possibilities and restrictions of each one. This implies that each party must
know what the other does and what can be asked.



Realistic expectations. Aligned with the above. It has to take into account the resources, capacities
and limitations of each one to design achievable goals. Some of the actions that can be developed, as an
example, could be:


Mutual knowledge.



Participation in common strategies and initiatives.



Elaboration of guides, standards or good practices.



Exercises and sectoral drills.



Operational employment: based on a correct capacity for dialogue and reaction.

What seems clear is that the pillars of public-private collaboration in a Contingency Plan, beyond compliance
with the current legislation, should be concepts such as those just cited. It is only on these bases on which a
solid relationship can be built that allows the fluid exchange of information and the joint work in those incidents
that so require.

3.1.4.1

What is a Continuity project?

We could define a continuity project as a planned strategy with a series of procedures that facilitate or guide us
to have an alternative solution that allows us to quickly return the services of the organization to the eventuality
of everything that can paralyze it, either partially or totally.
The continuity project is a tool that facilitates the critical processes of a company or organization to continue
operating despite a possible failure in computerized systems. That is, a plan that allows business or
organizations to continue operating even at a minimum.
The main objectives of the Continuity Project are:



Ensure the continuity of the operations of the critical elements that make up Information Systems.
Define actions and procedures to be executed in case of failure of the elements that compose an
Information System.
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Figure 4. Contingency: CI Contingency Plan Priorities

Types of Continuity projects
Although in general terms, they are usually framed within the concept of Business Continuity Plan, it is
distinguished three types depending on the scope or scope they have.


Business Continuity Plan (BCP) establishes the continuity of an organization from multiple perspectives:
OT / IT infrastructure, human resources, furniture, communication systems, logistics, industrial systems,
physical infrastructures, etc. Each of these areas will have a more specific continuity plan, since the flood
of a logistics warehouse is not the same as the power outage in a server room.



IT / OT Continuity Plan (or ICT Contingency Plan, ICTCP) is one of the plans that compose the process
continuity plan of our organization, but restricted to the ICT field. While a BCP serves as a trigger for the
different contingency plans, an ICTCP is limited to the technological field, and will be the core of this
CIPSEC’s service.
For example, if a denial of service occurs in one of our critical systems, it will be necessary to start up all
those process continuity plans related to the processes that have been affected. In this case, we will focus
on the technological part.
Although the scope of a BCP is generally wider to that of an ICTCP, since there are other processes and
non-technological assets involved, the phases of its elaboration are basically the same.



Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP). In this case, its analysis phase is shallower and focuses on the more
technical field, so that is a plan reactive to a possible catastrophe. For example, if we have a disaster plan
for our SCADA server, the DRP will contain all steps for the recovery of the service.

Two aspects should be highlighted:
1. These three plans or areas are inclusive:




Disaster Recovery Plan
ICT Contingency Plan
Business Continuity Plan
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Figure 5. Contingency: Types of continuity projects
2. Since an organization may have different critical services with different needs, this does not imply that
we must address a project that covers all processes or services of the organization. That is to say, it
can be developed an ICTCP in a department or service of the organization that is extended to certain
processes, that although they are not technological they are related, or that we are interested to
approach it in this project.

3.1.4.2

OT Contingency Plan

Contingency plans in operational technology (OT) provide a structured approach to respond to unforeseen
incidents that endanger OT infrastructure, consisting of hardware, software, networks, processes and people.
Protecting the investments made by firms in the technological infrastructure and ensuring the entrepreneurial
capacity to execute the corporate operations safely are the main reasons to launch an OT contingency plan.
In the next sections, it will be described everything a CI needs to know about the development of the
contingency plan, covering step by step the most important aspects to take into account during its elaboration.
OT contingency plans provide detailed, step-by-step procedures for recovering systems and networks that have
experienced disruptions and help summarize normal operations. The purpose of these processes is to minimize
any negative impact on the company's operations. The contingency process identifies critical OT systems and
networks, set the priorities for recovery and draw the necessary steps to restart, reconfigure and recover such
systems and networks. Any comprehensive disaster recovery plan should also include all relevant suppliers,
the sources of experience to recover the affected systems and a logical sequence of steps to be taken until an
optimal recovery is achieved.
To summarize, assuming that it has been completed a risk assessment and identified potential threats to the
OT infrastructure, the next step will be to determine which elements of such infrastructure are most important to
corporate operations, and most critical to local/regional security. In addition, if all OT systems and networks
operate normally, the organization should be fully operational, competitive and operationally sound. When a
security incident - internal or external - adversely affects the OT systems of a critical infrastructure, corporate
operations may be threatened, as well as national security depending on the impact of the incident and the
attacked sector.
It must bear in mind that ICTCP will depend greatly on the sector of the critical infrastructure and the services
that it offers to determine a model of the development plan, there is no single model for all, what is tried is to
give the most important points to consider.
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Steps of an ICT Contingency Plan

1

For all this, we must consider, from a formal point of view, those factors that can guarantee the safety and
continuity of a company in adverse circumstances. This process involves the ideal structure of a contingency
plan following next phases:


STEP 0. Scope definition. If the entity presents a certain organizational complexity, tackling a process of
improving continuity may involve a number of resources and excessive time. Therefore, it is advisable to
start with those systems or services with greater importance and progressively extend the continuity to the
entire organization. It is always necessary count with the commitment and involvement of management.



STEP 1. Analysis of the organization. During this phase, it is collected all the information necessary to
establish the critical business processes, the assets that support them and what are the temporary and
resource needs.



STEP 2. Determination of the continuity strategy. Knowing the OT / IT assets that support the critical
processes, we must determine if, in the case of disaster, we will be able to recover those assets in the
necessary time. In those cases where this is not the case, it must be established multiple recovery
strategies.



STEP 3. Response to contingency. Based on the chosen recovery strategies, the selection and
implementation of the necessary initiatives are carried out, and the Crisis Plan and the respective
documents for the recovery of the environments are documented.



STEP 4. Testing, maintenance and review. From the technological infrastructure of the CI entity, it will
be developed the test and maintenance plans.



STEP 5. Awareness. In addition to the analysis and implementation, it is necessary that both the technical
staff and those in charge of our company know what the Contingency Plan is and what the Contingency
Plan implies and what is expected of them.

Figure 6. Contingency: Steps of an ICT Contingency Plan

3.1.4.3

Role of PPP’s stakeholders within a Contingency Plan

Security incidents of extreme gravity, such as some of the events that occurred in recent years, point to the risk
of serious disruption or interruption in the operations of any strategic sector and the need to mitigate its
consequences by addressing the issue in a global and coordinated way as a national security problem.

1

Contingency Planning Guide for Federal Information Systems , NIST Special Publication 800-34 Rev. 1
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CIPSEC Project believes that the management of process continuity should be part of the operational risk
management of a critical infrastructure. As with any risk management, a comprehensive framework is needed
that includes policies, strategies and procedures to ensure that certain operations - particularly those of a more
critical nature - can be maintained or recovered as soon as possible in the event of a serious system disruption.
In this context, CIPSEC will provide a global framework on which to develop, where appropriate, more detailed
processes depending on the characteristics of each country, sector or entity, as we described previously when
we explained before, “Regulatory and legislative framework in EU”. Given that business continuity is a global
issue, it should not be surprising that next recommendations are directed not only at critical infrastructure in the
broad sense but also at Government supervisors level, with whom they are involved in a PPP.
- Obligations and responsibilities of the Board and senior management: As with the management of any
risk, the ultimate responsibility for the management of business continuity rests with the Steering Board and
senior management of each CI entity. All Government entities and authorities must have comprehensive, global
and effective approaches to managing the continuity of their CI. Governing bodies should promote the creation
of an organizational culture that gives the necessary importance to ensuring business continuity.
Continuity management should be part of the overall risk management program of any CI entity and should
consider not only technical aspects but also the fact that employees, if they can be directly or indirectly affected
by a serious security event, may not be available after that event. The implementation of continuity
management should cover at least the most critical operation of an organization.
In addition, such policies must consider that the outsourcing of certain services or operations does not transfer
the responsibility for the management of business continuity to the suppliers of such services.
The continuity management framework should also include the mechanisms and periodicity of information to
both the Steering Board and senior management and Government bodies, as well as their status of
implementation, incident reports, action plans, etc.
In addition, it is desirable that the continuity management of a critical infrastructure be reviewed by another
independent body, such as internal or external auditing. The outcome of these reviews should be reported to
CERTs and senior management at regular intervals, according to what is stipulated in each National Security
Plan.
To avoid confusion in the face of an operational disruption, an entity's continuity management should establish
very clearly who among the executives of an organization would be part of a "crisis management" team, their
roles, responsibilities and authority, as well as who should be replaced if necessary.
- Risk of serious operational disruption: CI entities and Government bodies must include in their continuity
management the risk of a major operational disruption. In the case of critical infrastructures, it should also be
considered how they will respond to a major operational disruption affecting both their systems and other
critical interrelated infrastructures.
Given that access to the resources necessary for a complete restoration of the operation may be very limited
during a major operational disruption, CI institutions must identify, through an “impact analysis", a prioritization
for the restoration of its functions and operations and determine adequate recovery targets.
An operational disturbance can vary considerably from one another in terms of intensity, range and duration.
Nevertheless, the experience of several security events of extreme gravity that have occurred in recent years
shows that sometimes its consequences and impact can be very severe, not only for national security but
sometimes also for international security. In this regard, it is necessary for critical infrastructures to review the
adequacy of their recovery plans, especially with regard to the backup center. It must be situated far enough
away from the main headquarters due to its infrastructure must not depend on the same components, and it
has to have the necessary staff, information and technical resources to be able to restore the most critical
services in case the main premises were seriously damaged or the access to the area where it is located were
restricted.
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- Objectives of recovery and restoration of the activity: Critical infrastructures must develop recovery
objectives that reflect and are proportional to the risk that they represent for the operation of the key activities
on which their sector is developed. Where appropriate, such objectives may be established in consultation with
the competent authorities in respect of each sector, as those objectives should be in accordance with local,
regional, national and EU legislation.
Critical infrastructures should consider in their continuity management the risk of an incident occurring to them,
which may also affect the capacity of other infrastructures within their domain - or even the critical
infrastructures of the regional/national system - to continue its normal operation. For these purposes, the
recovery objectives need to identify the expected "levels" and "recovery times" for each type of activity.
- Internal and external communications: To manage a crisis and maintain public confidence, it is essential a
clear and regular flow of communication. Critical infrastructure managers and Government bodies should
include communication procedures both within their organizations and with third parties in the event of a major
operational problem in their business continuity plans.
The ability to communicate effectively in the event of a serious operational disruption is an essential aspect, not
only initially - to gather information about the scope of what happened and to be able to take the necessary
decisions - but also during the process of restoration of the operation so as to be able to communicate to the
different stakeholders - both national and, as the case may be, international - the progress made and contribute
to maintaining public confidence in the process. In this sense, it is necessary that the business continuity plans
of the entities include protocols and communication procedures that identify, among other aspects, those
responsible for communication (both inside and outside the organization).
- Cross-border communications: Given the increasing interdependence between systems involved in PPP,
the communication procedures of Government’s entities and authorities should also include procedures for
communicating with Government’s authorities of other jurisdictions in case of a major operational failure which
has cross-border implications.
A disturbance in one country could have an international scope and could also affect the operation of an entity
in another country. To address these cases, communication protocols should also consider contacting the
CERT authorities of other countries and identify those being responsible for other government authorities who
must be involved in the actions that must be taken in the event of an operational disruption.
- Checking the effectiveness and updating of plans: Critical infrastructure managers and Government
authorities must verify their business continuity plans, evaluate their effectiveness and update their
management as necessary.
For the management of business continuity to be effective, it is necessary to periodically check the capacity to
re-establish critical operations according to the objectives set and to modify, if necessary, the continuity plan or
other aspects of its management. Likewise, it is advisable for an internal or external audit to evaluate the
effectiveness and results of the verification programs carried out by the entity and to report their results to the
governing bodies and senior management so that they can, if necessary, take decisions appropriately. This
type of exercise also helps to disclose the importance of these issues to the staff of the entity, especially among
those who may be attributed certain responsibilities in the event of an event of extreme gravity.
The programs for checking the effectiveness of business continuity plans in alternative or backup centres are
particularly relevant in the case of those sectors with a greater relative importance in the overall risks of critical
infrastructures, considering the costs of this type of exercises, the decisions to carry them out should be based
on a cost-benefit analysis.
- Review of management of business continuity plans by Government authorities: Government
authorities, including CERT, should incorporate reviews of continuity management into their programs to
assess the critical infrastructures for which they are responsible within the National Security plans.
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3.1.5 Logic map
Within the Critical Infrastructures protection, it is important to have an alternative plan that ensures the
continuity of the OT systems activity in the event of serious security incidents.
Traditionally, Continuity Plans, also called Contingency Plans in their origins, are associated with large
companies that need to react immediately to any event that interrupts their services. The reality is that any CI
organisation can suffer a security incident that affects its continuity and, depending on how the incident is
managed, the consequences can be more or less serious.
Next sections aim to explain steps introduced previously in Section 4, and to disaggregate the activities
necessary to develop a Business Continuity Plan, providing templates and examples that help the reader to
understand each of the phases and tasks that make up the Plan.
It is important to note that the guide can be used to develop a business continuity plan in a large CI or a small
CI provider, although the time, effort and budget to be used will vary significantly.

3.1.5.1

Step 0: Scope Determination

This phase is short and consumes fewer resources. But its execution is essential to be able to determine the
magnitude and cost of the project that it is going to address, in addition to its future viability.
In this phase, it will be determined what process of the organization will be the focus of the improvement of its
continuity. Therefore, the personnel, information assets, computer systems, and other services and processes
of the organization will be involved. Depending on the types of projects we have described before, a DRP is
usually focused on assets, while ICTCP has a greater focus on company OT processes.
The common scope is those systems or processes of greater criticality and therefore, those that in the case
of an incident would impact more on the organization and on the security in general. Although CIPSEC focuses
on the field of technology, this is the same for any entity: if for a bakery its most critical element is the oven that
should be the scope. It would not make sense in that case that the project focused on elements that are
accessories or whose impact on safety is less.
Another element to be considered in the scope is that during the development of the project, not only
technological assets (servers, network devices, personal computers, databases, applications, etc.) will be
involved, but also computer personnel will also require the collaboration of other departments.
According to this, the approach can be followed from the point of view of the asset, or of the process:
• The asset-based approach assumes the improvement of the continuity of a set of assets, and from these, it
obtains the information of the processes that use them. This approach is more typical of a DRP or when our
project is going to approach the technical department.
• The process approach aims to improve the continuity of a given process, regardless of the OT assets that
support it. This approach is more typical of the business.
The scope we choose will determine the workload of the project. In medium / large organizations, one option
may be to start with a critical process or asset and from there to gradually expand the reach to other areas and
assets.
1

To make a Contingency Plan CIPSEC will focus its service on a process approach . That is, it will be taken the
most critical process and its continuity will be improved.
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It should be noted that although the approach to be adopted is centered on an OT process approach, it can be
applied without too many modifications to the contingency plans of other environments: logistics, production,
etc., always taking into account the particularities of each case.

3.1.5.2

Step 1: Analysis of the organization

This phase involves collection, elaboration and understanding of the circumstances, technologies, processes
and resources of the organization. This will allow us to approach the later stages with guarantees and on a
sound basis. It is important that we involve multiple actors so that the result is as close as possible to reality.
Step 1.1: Holding Meetings
The first task is to meet with the final operators, engineers or expert personnel of the process that we have
selected as scope. From these meetings, we must obtain the dependencies of suppliers, the personnel
involved, the applications that are used, and data on the temporary needs of each application.
The next step is to gather all the information about the OT applications that we obtained in the previous
step, to obtain the details of its operation, installation, supplier, etc. This can be do with interviews to the
computer personnel or by simply reviewing all the information we have. Following the example, this way we will
know if Historian systems are backed up, how long, if the application is in the support period, and what is the
response time of the provider, etc.
After these two steps, we will have an overview of the processes of which we want to improve continuity.
Step 1.2: Process Impact Analysis
The next step is to develop the Process Impact Analysis (PIA), based on the information we have collected.
This document must always be done from the point of view of the business.
It is one of the main axes of ICTCP, as it contains the needs of the processes we have defined as scope. Thus,
we can classify them according to their criticality and their dependence on technological assets.
This document contains the temporal and resource requirements of the CI’s processes within the scope
and, together with the Risk Analysis, defines the initiatives to be implemented to recover the processes in a
situation of contingency.

Figure 7. Contingency: CI Process Impact Analysis
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For each process we have analysed, we should obtain the following data:




Recovery Time Objective (RTO). This is the time that a process will be stopped before its operation is
restored. This value has a great component of subjectivity.
Human and technological resources involved in the OT process. At this point it must be
determined the applications, OT systems and devices, and other auxiliary elements (distributed
periphery.) that each process needs for its operation in a contingency situation, as well as the recovery
times that each one has.












In the case of technological resources, we must consider dependencies with other OT
infrastructures within the same scenario.
In the case of human resources, we must identify critical personnel without replacement, either
due to limitations of personnel or to possess very specific know-how.

Maximum Tolerable Downtime (MTD). This is the time that a process can remain dropped before
disastrous consequences for safety occur. We must bear in mind that this valuation will in most cases
be subjective, since even if we can quantitatively measure the impact of a contingency (on unattended
clients, unrealized website sales, etc.), determines when Such an impact puts at risk the security of the
organization is a very complex task.
The MTD is related to the criticality of the process, whereas the RTO will be determined, usually, by
technical personnel. In all cases, the RTO must be less than MTD.
Determining this feature is critical when considering DoS / DDoS attacks in the contingency plan.
Revised Operating Level (ROL). This is the minimum level of recovery that an activity must have in
order to be considered as recovered, even if the level of service is not optimal.
This variable can be established both in absolute and percentage values, and must take into account
the target audience or recipient of the service activity, fulfilment of commitments satisfied with third
parties, percentage of the usual activity that is possible, etc.
Dependencies with other internal processes or external suppliers. Depending on the criticality of
the activities in which the supplier is involved, we can ask the supplier to indicate if he has a Disaster
Recovery Plan and what time intervals he handles. cThe purpose is to verify that a disaster situation in
1
a critical supplier does not transfer this contingency to our company.
Recovery Point Objective (RPO). This value determines the impact that the loss of data has on the
activity. This value is critical when determining the organization's copy policies, and is unrelated to the
RTO seen above.

With the information obtained, we will mainly identify the following data:



What processes within the critical infrastructure we must recover before (among those that make up
the scope), according to its MTD. We will order them for MTD from more reviews to less criticism. It is
customary to establish a scale divided into three ranges of values; for example, an MTD of less than 24
hours, another between 24 and 72 hours, and one greater than 72 hours.

1

Supply chain risk management: Best practices for improved cybersecurity - https://www.bitsighttech.com/blog/supply-chain-riskmanagement
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Which applications and / or devices we must recover before, depending on the processes where they
intervene.
The backup needs of each process.

We must bear in mind that the higher the temporal demands and guarantee of resilience is, the higher
resources to invest will be. Since this information will be provided by each department that is involved in the
scope, it is advisable to carry out an additional evaluation exercise to detect excessively high requirements and
not to accept the requirements without prior evaluation.
Therefore, we must convey to operators/users the implications of the requirements that they indicate and urge
them to consider incidents in the past.
Step 1.3: Risk Analysis
Based on the information obtained in the initial meetings, a risk analysis will be conducted. It will be studied
what threats can materialize by affecting the processes of the scope, with what probability, what impact they
would have on them and what assets of those involved in critical business processes (for example, those with
an MTD less than 24 hours) would be affected.
To do this, we will perform the following steps:
1. Determine the threats to which the organization is exposed: theft of sensitive information, malicious service
interruption, loss of power supply, human failures, etc. Unlike other common IT cases, this type of OT projects
will focus on those threats that impact in the four main aspects to be preserved in CI processes:
availability, integrity, confidentiality and access control.
2. Once the list of threats is ready, it will be determined the likelihood and impact of each of these threats.
This can be done using a qualitative variable scale, for example, from one to five: from "Very Low" to "Very
High". In this case, we are particularly interested in those risks that imply a greater impact (and a not negligible
probability), since they are those that can jeopardize the continuity of the organization. Our purpose will be to
identify those risks that may jeopardize the continuity or information of critical processes in the organization.
3. Finally, we will produce the multiplication of probability by the impact of each threat, which will serve to
identify those risks that we must deal with higher priority. In this way, we obtain a list of the risks of the
organization, where each record will be a threat, an impact value and a probability.
Although these three steps will provide us with the set of threats to which we are most exposed, there are
methodologies that allow us to obtain less subjective and more reliable results, taking into account variables
such as asset value, vulnerabilities, etc.
Although it is best to be able to establish impact ranges associated with time values, so that it is possible to
relate the MTD / RTO with the impact times of a threat, this aspect is complex to evaluate and determine due to
the uncertainty of the assessment of the threats.
1

Once the main risks are established, we must manage them adequately by means of one of the following
strategies:

1

Risk Assessment and Risk Management Methods - https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/information-packages-for-small-andmedium-sized-enterprises-smes/at_download/fullReport
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Figure 8. Contingency: Risk Management Strategies

In response to the risks, it will be generated a risk management plan for each of those that exceed a
determined threshold. In some cases, some of these countermeasures may be considered later to improve
continuity.
For each countermeasure, we will determine:







Description of the countermeasure or initiative, understood as a set of controls of the same nature
Risk or risks that mitigates
Deadline of deployment
Responsible for the implementation/development
Resources needed for implementation/development

3.1.5.3

Step 2: Design of the Contingency Strategy

After the above steps, we must have the following information:

Figure 9. Contingency: Information needed to establish the contingency plan
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From this information, it can be determined the difference between the needs of the operational processes
included in the scope and the capabilities of the resources they use. In this way, it will be identified if the current
resources and their recovery strategies would allow covering the MTD established for each process.
By extending this exercise to all processes within the scope and the different CI domains, we must determine
what strategies to follow for each of the different elements potentially affected by a contingency. That is, how to
recover an OT system to prevent a security incident from irreversibly degrading the whole organization.
Some elements potentially affected by a contingency are the following:






Personnel. According to the critical staff identified in the PIA, we must evaluate the different options to
mitigate their absence.
Premises. Situations should be evaluated in which location is not available to develop the activity.
Technology. For the different technologies involved in the assets that support the process, it is
necessary to evaluate possible alternatives of operation or complementary measures.
Information. We must consider all those aspects related to the availability and safeguarding of
information related to critical processes.
Suppliers. It must be ensured that critical suppliers have a response time in line with the needs of our
company, and that we are not exposed to their possible contingencies.

As a result, we will determine the recovery strategies most appropriate to each case, taking into account that
some processes may require several recovery strategies depending on their nature and characteristics.
These strategies must be implemented at a later stage, and for each of them we must assess the cost and
feasibility of their implementation, maintenance, necessary resources, etc., so that we obtain a set of initiatives
to be implemented to improve the continuity of the process.

3.1.5.4

Step 3: Response to contingency

Once it has been defined, in the previous point, recovery strategies for each of the elements involved in the
critical processes affected by a contingency, this phase is in charge of implementing such a strategy.
This process begins with the implementation of the initiatives identified in the previous phase and will follow
a phase of classification and prioritization of measures, depending on the process affected by its
implementation and criticality.
During the implementation, we can approach the contingency response documentation phase, and from this
point on we will focus on the elements most related to technology, although they are also applicable to nontechnological elements.
This documentation is executed in the form of a hierarchical tree, where the upper element manages the critical
moment immediately after the crisis, the intermediate elements lay the foundation for the recovery of the
infrastructure, and the lower nodes establish the detailed technical procedures for such recovery.
This process is organized around the following elements:
Crisis Plan (Affected by Security incidents)
This document is the central element in the management of the crisis, whose objective is to prevent us from
making improvised decisions that may worsen the crisis or that are simply not taken.
This plan contains all the necessary elements for the management of the initial moments of a crisis:
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Figure 10. Contingency: Early management steps of a security incident crisis

After the implementation of the Crisis Plan, we will have managed the critical moment of the crisis and put in
place all the necessary processes for the recovery of the affected infrastructure through the OT Systems
1
Operational Plans.
OT Systems Recovery Operations Plans
Once the initial moment of the crisis is contained, we must carry out an evaluation of the scope of the crisis and
determine which Recovery Operative Plans are activated. These documents can cover one or more
independent environments and contain specific information about the environment to which they apply. For
example, an environment can be an SCADA system, HTTP servers, etc.
After several Operational Plans have been triggered, each of the affected OT infrastructures will begin its
recovery process, based on the last element of the execution of the continuity strategy: technical work
procedures.
Technical work (incident) procedures
This is all documentation that describes how to carry out the tasks necessary for the management and recovery
of an OT application, OT system, OT infrastructure or OT environment. Intrinsically are part of the CI continuity
in the daily operation, and it is in a crisis when they become more important.
Therefore, these documents contain a lot of information specific to each of the environments: IP addresses,
program versioning, detailed list of commands, routing tables, retrieval of parameters copies, launching of
applications, etc.

1

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/ssw_ibm_i_72/rzarm/rzarmdisastr.htm
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3.1.5.5

Step 4: Testing, maintenance and overhaul

An ICT Contingency Plan aims to optimally manage in time and form an unforeseen security incident crisis,
thus reducing recovery times and returning to normal. Therefore, it is imperative that we keep it updated always
and the validity checked regularly.
For this, it is necessary to carry out different tests on the environments that we have defined in the scope, with
different degrees of complexity and elaboration. Among all the tests, it must be verified all environments at least
once a year to cover the set of threats that we have defined as potentially catastrophic.
In the execution of the tests, it is necessary to carry out a preliminary planning that considers the following
aspects:








Technical personnel involved in the test
User and operators of the application or devices involved in the test
External personnel involved in the test: customers, suppliers, etc.
Description of the test to be carried out
Description of the expected result after the test
Time and date of completion; it must be taken into account that whenever the test can imply a loss
of service, whether executed successfully or not, it must be planned in a time of minimum impact

After the test, a report should be drawn up to collect the results and describe the possible incidents that
occurred during the test: unexpected results, estimated time exceeded, poor communication with staff,
unavailability of suppliers, etc.
Any incident that has occurred must be analysed for the application of the corrective measures that are
necessary.
Some possible tests that can be done, always taking into account that these depend on the idiosyncrasy of
each organization and that must be analysed and planned carefully, are the following:







Make sure that the power supply system, the uninterruptible power supply and the generator set go
into operation.
Check the recovery times of the organization's documentary repositories on a test machine. The
permissions of the files must be the ones that each file had before the recovery.
Recovery of critical business applications (and associated data) on machines installed during the
test.
Remote access to the infrastructure from a remote location.
If we have replicated environments or in cluster configuration, we must ensure that both elements
can function independently, and that if one of them falls, the other device works correctly.

Maintenance plan
The purpose is to keep all documentation up to date whenever there is a significant change in the organization,
at the level of OT infrastructures, personnel, or any other aspect involved in critical processes.
This will allow the documentation that we must use in a crisis situation to faithfully reflect the information of the
different actors involved in the processes: technical infrastructure, personnel, external suppliers and third
parties that must be taken into account in a contingency situation.
Test plan
The objective is to show the different types of contingency tests that we must carry out. Although the
maintenance plan contains those events that should trigger a review or modification of the system (for
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example, changing a supplier, successfully undergoing a crisis phase), the implementation of test plans is vital
for guarantee the health of the ICTCP.
This allows:






Ensure that plan information is kept up-to-date
Ensure that in a situation of contingency, the organization can recover in the established times, aspect
that can determine the continuity of the organization
Increase the cohesion of personnel involved in a potential contingency
Improve user awareness of contingency plan testing
Increase user confidence in the organization

3.1.5.6

Step 5: Awareness raising

As the last phase of the implementation of our ICT Contingency Plan, but not least, we must carry out those
tasks that increase the awareness of the staff in relation to the continuity. It should be done both by the
personnel involved in the business processes, as well as by the IT/OT staff.
Specifically, we must raise awareness of the elements which are used in the contingency plan (process impact
analysis, crisis plan, recovery strategies, etc.). In addition, it must be considered aspects such as
responsibilities, tests that must be performed, etc.
The target audience in this case should be both technical staff and business personnel who have some kind of
relationship with critical processes within reach.

Figure 11. Contingency: Awareness tasks involved in Contingency Plan
After a security incident crisis, Contingency Plan reports must change behaviours within the organization and
help all CI staff make the right decisions when they actually face security threats.
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Once we have adopted a methodology, defined the teams and have established the functions that each team
must perform, we should develop the timing that will follow, and their performance in each of the activation
phases of the ICT Contingency Plan.
ALERT PHASE





Security incident notification procedure.
Contingenc0y Plan launch procedure
Procedure to notify the commissioning of the Plan to the teams involved.

TRANSITION PHASE




Procedure for concentrating equipment.
Procedure for transfer and start-up of the recovery.

RECOVERY PHASE




Restoration procedures.
Support and management procedures.

BACK-TO-NORMAL PHASE




Impact analysis.
Procedures back to normal.

In the following diagram, we can see the phases that make up the ICT Contingency Plan:

Figure 12. Contingency: Contingency Plan Timing
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3.1.5.7

Alert Phase

The Alert Phase defines the procedures for action in the early stages of an event involving the partial or total
loss of one or more critical services. We will split this phase into three parts:
Notification: Defines how and who should be informed in the first instance of what happened.
Evaluation: Analysis of the situation and initial assessment of damages, where we will describe the definition
of strategies.
Execution of the Plan: Decision of the management team to trigger the Plan due to the extent of the
damages.
Notification
Since it is not possible to create an Alert Plan that accommodates all cases that result from assuming that any
person can give notice of an incident, we will assume that the person who discovers the contingency will be an
employee or any other person close to the Place where the incident occurs. As we described in the logical map
of the service (Section 3.1.5.6), an awareness program should be established as part of the Contingency Plan,
in which staff are properly informed on how to deal with these cases and who to report what happened
EVENT

ACTION

1

Situation of contingency / security incident
detected by any employee of the company

Notice it immediately with the maximum possible detail to the
Security Operation Centre, CISO or to Responsible of Person
of shift.

2

The shift changes and security officer
knows that a contingency has occurred

Notice to the Crisis Committee contact person.
Notice to the emergency equipment (if applicable).

Evaluation
Once a member of the Crisis Committee is contacted and informed of the incident, he / she will proceed to
assess the situation with the collection of as much information as possible. The Committee will inform the
managers of the different teams of what happened and the situation at that moment so that they stay awaiting
the decision to trigger the plan or to initiate another type of strategy.

3

EVENT

ACTION

Acknowledgement by any member of the
Incident Committee.

The Committee team will meet at a previously agreed place
and assess the situation. This Committee must decide
whether to activate the Contingency Plan.
It will be necessary to report the situation to the following
persons:
• Responsible of Security.
• Management Committee of the Company.
• Public bodies, including national CERT.
• Recovery Team.
• Responsible of the affected activities.
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Execution of the Plan
Once the Crisis Committee has decided to launch the Recovery Plan, the Contingency Plan hierarchy call tree
must be started to communicate to the Team members and components the start situation of the Plan activities
to begin the action procedures of each one of them without delay. The Steering Committee should also be
informed at any time.

4

5

EVENT

ACTION

Consideration
by
the
Crisis
Committee and execution of the
Plan.

Start the call tree.
Report to the Steering Committee.

Move on to the Transition Phase

Figure 13. Contingency: Contingency Plan hierarchy call tree

3.1.5.8

Transition Phase

The Transition Phase is the pre-recovery phase of the systems. It is important that during this phase there is an
agile coordination among the different teams. In particular, the logistics team is responsible for the availability of
everything needed to start the recovery as soon as possible.
We can divide the transition phase into two main parts:




Procedures of concentration and transfer of people and equipment.
Recovery centre start-up procedures.
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Both procedures are the basis of the system recovery process. If this part fails, recovery will not be possible,
and therefore the Contingency Plan will fail.
Below we describe in detail each of the procedures and equipment that must interact in this phase of transition.
Procedures for the concentration and transfer of material and persons
Depending on the final solution that is decided as a backup strategy, this procedure may vary. We will make a
general description of the procedures, which can be completed once a final solution is taken.
Once the teams have been notified and the Plan is launched, they should go to the meeting centre. In the event
of an emergency being declared in working hours, the places designated in the Emergency Plan will be taken
as a meeting point. If the incident occurs outside working hours, the meeting place will be designated as a
backup centre, or any other designated by the Crisis Management Committee.
In addition to the transfer of people to the recovery centre (if necessary), an important coordination task must
be carried out to transfer all the material needed to start the recovery centre (backup tapes, office supplies,
documentation, etc.)

Start-up procedures for the recovery centre
Once the different teams that will intervene in the recovery have been concentrated, and with all the necessary
elements available to begin the recovery, this centre must be set up, establishing the necessary infrastructure,
both software and communications, etc.

3.1.5.9

Recovery Phase

Once we have established the basis for starting recovery, we will proceed to data loading and restoration of
critical services. This process and the previous one usually requires the greatest efforts and interventions to
meet the deadlines set.
We can divide this phase in two:




Restoration Procedures
Management and Support Procedures

Restoration Procedures
These procedures refer to the actions that are taken to restore critical systems.
Support and management procedures
Once the systems have been restored, it is necessary to check their operation, to perform maintenance on
them and to protect them, so that the business will resume with the maximum guarantees of success. The
members of the business unit team will be in charge of checking and verifying the correct operation of the
processes.

3.1.5.10

Normality / End of Emergency Return Phase

Once with the critical processes underway and solved the contingency, we must consider the different
strategies and actions to recover the normal functioning. For this we are going to divide this phase into different
procedures:




Impact analysis.
Procedures back to normal
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Impact analysis
The impact analysis intends to make a detailed assessment of damaged equipment and facilities to define the
strategy back to normal.
Procedures back to normal
Once the impact has been determined, mechanisms should be established that, as far as possible, lead to the
recovery of normal operating conditions. These actions include the purchase needs of new equipment,
furniture, material, etc.

3.1.5.11

Generation of Reports and Evaluation

Once the incident is settled and the system behaviour returned to normal, each team must report on the actions
taken and on the fulfilment of the objectives of the Contingency Plan, the times used, difficulties encountered,
etc.
All this information will serve to assess if the Plan has worked as planned, as well as to know the possible
failures, and if necessary, take them into account for the adequacy of the same.

3.1.6 Inputs to the Service
3.1.6.1

Feedback from CIPSEC framework

According to the CIPSEC reference framework architecture the Contingency Plan service receives input by the
system manager who has access to the CIPSEC visualization framework. The visualization framework
comprises of the Forensics Analysis tool and a set of XL-SIEM dashboards. These tools show the list of the
alarms generated by the correlation engine and the other services and tools operating in the lower layers of the
CIPSEC framework. For each alarm, the information provided includes: the number of events involved in the
incident, its duration and a value for the risk assessment. The complete list of the available tools and their roles
that are used for security monitoring and incident response are the following:
XL-SIEM Executive dashboard: This dashboard mainly shows the current threat level of the monitored system
with a color code (green, yellow, red). Moreover, the system manager, can have a quick view on the top ten
malicious URIs used in attacks, the top ten attack sources and the percentage of the attacks grouped by the
source ASN.
XL-SIEM Operational dashboard. This dashboard helps the system manager to take decisions for the
Contingency plan service. It shows, the top five incidents detected, the hosts identified as source of security
incidents or alarms and the destination ports (TCP/UDP) of the attacks.
XL-SIEM Situational Awareness dashboard. This dashboard takes advantage of the DRPC service provided
with the XL-SIEM and presents a graph of the monitored network topology including the number of alerts
detected in each component and represents them various colors (green, yellow, red) depending on the risk
level of each node.
XL-SIEM Reports dashboard. This dashboard provides reports about the generated alarms and events by the
SIEM platform. The system manager can monitor the top alarms generated, grouped by the number of
occurrences or the quantity of risk which is represented with a color code and with numbers from 1 to 10.
Moreover, the manager has a clear view of which services are being attacked and how many incidents have
been reported for each service and port used.
Forensics Analysis Visualization tool. The tool is designed to facilitate the incident and data analysis
process by allowing various aspects or viewpoints of the collected data to be displayed in order to determine
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the course of events/major incidents. The system manager can determine the cause of incidents by monitoring
vital computer elements such as the operating system, the filesystem, network activity etc. and then interact
with the Contingency plan service.
Identifying the critical operations of the CI and their risks, rule the process of designing a strong contingency
plan service that minimizes the response time to incidents. CIPSEC pilots have reported and documented in
detail the critical operations that keep their infrastructures operational and maintain their business up and
running. Within WP1 CIPSEC consortium has identified 19 security requirements that should be addressed in
order to protect the critical infrastructure assets and identify any unexpected situations that will enable the
contingency service:
1. A commercial CIS oriented Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution
2. A sophisticated network protection mechanism (including firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems)
3. A strong cryptography toolbox for data confidentiality and integrity (encryption, digital signatures,
security protocol primitives etc.)
4. An antimalware protection mechanism beyond antivirus protection offering wide range of malware
resistance
5. Anomaly behaviour detection mechanism
6. Cascading effect protection, threat Interdependencies protection
7. Data confidentiality (through encryption)
8. Firm security policy
9. Forensics analysis
10. Forensics analysis toolset working in association with SIEM system
11. High network traffic detection mechanism (for DOS/DDOS attacks)
12. OT infrastructure protection
13. OT network protection
14. Secure communication channel
15. Strong authentication mechanism
16. Strong identification mechanism beyond Type I identification (username-password) for example using
security tokens (HSMs)
17. Strong identification and authentication/authorization mechanism
18. Strong network security management mechanism
19. Strong separation between internal and external IT network (design and retain a DMZ, introduce
network protection structures (eg. Firewalls))
These 19 security requirements have been grouped to 9 major security requirement categories. This
categorization was performed in respect to the available CIPSEC security blocks. Each category was designed
to be generic enough to be mapped directly into the appropriate CIPSEC security blocks.
The Anomaly detection block collects data from various detection points within the critical infrastructure,
performs an analysis and extracts conclusions regarding the critical infrastructure wellbeing in terms of cybersecurity. An overall security monitoring of the system is achieved by the joint operation of a Security Information
and Event Management (SIEM) solution that can analyze the systems behavior and extract threats, security
events and alerts. This block mainly fulfils the requirement of a network security management mechanism, an
identification and authentication/authorization mechanism and an anomaly behavior detection mechanism.
The Network and DDoS protection block introduces firewall tools and IDS systems in order to protect the
various communication networks of the critical infrastructure against DDoS attacks. This block mainly fulfils the
requirement of a network security management mechanism, protection against cascading effects and a network
traffic detection mechanism for DOS/DDOS attacks and intrusions.
The Antimalware-Antivirus block provides protection against malicious software such as viruses,
ransomware software, trojans etc. Servers and PCs that perform critical operations should be protected against
malware. This block mainly fulfils the requirement of OT infrastructure and network protection and an
antimalware protection mechanism.
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The Hardware Security block provides protection to several devices such as OT’s devices, PC stations for
environmental operations, OC servers, interlocking, maintenance power supply, track field devices etc. This
block mainly fulfils the requirement of data confidentiality, a strong identification and
authentication/authorization mechanism and a secure communication channel mechanism.
The Forensics Analysis block analyzes the attacks occurred in the networks of the critical infrastructure and
provide valuable visualizations that depict the type of the attack and the points of the system and the
components exploited by the attack.
The Secure Communications block protects the internal communications between devices such as
monitoring station device communications, interlocking, control room and track field devices, maintenance
devices etc. It fulfils the requirement of a strong network security management mechanism that in parallel
provides data confidentiality, secure communication channels and data integrity.
The User and Device Authentication block addresses issues related to identification, authentication and
authorization of the pilots’ users and devices.
The OT Network protection block protects various OT systems components and devices such as surveillance
cameras, monitoring equipment, various types of sensors (e.g. RFID), field PC stations, power supply systems,
object controllers, interlocking network systems etc.
The Data Anonymization and Privacy block fulfils the requirement for data privacy, anonymity and data
confidentiality.
Below we have included a table with the tools provided by the CIPSEC framework and the CIPSEC security
blocks categories that those tools belong too. Thus, the future CIs are aware of what can be covered and
protected by the CIPSEC framework.

CIPSEC Security Block
Anomaly detection

Tools
XL-SIEM, GravityZone, Honeypots VM,
Forensics Visualization Toolkit, DoSSensing

Network and DDoS protection

TotalSecurity, GravityZone, Honeypots VM,
DoSSensing

Antimalware-Antivirus

TotalSecurity, GravityZone

Hardware Security

Secocard, Hardware Security module

Forensics Analysis

Forensics Visualization Toolkit

Secure Communications

Secocard, Hardware Security module, TotalSecurity, GravityZone

User and Device Authentication

Secocard, Hardware Security module, DoSSensing

OT Network protection

XL-SIEM, TotalSecurity, GravityZone

Data Anonymization and Privacy block

Data-Privacy Tool
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3.1.6.2

Templates to collect impact analysis

In order for the contingency plan to work the CI administrator needs to provide input to the contingency plan
process for impact analysis and activation of specific actions that will respond and mitigate the results of an
unfortunate attack or psychical destruction scenario targeting the Critical Infrastructure. Concerning this
procedure CIPSEC framework will provide certain tables that will be filled by the CIs’ administrators or any
other authorized personnel. Those tables will provide a description of different systems and assets in the
Critical infrastructure premises. The description will include the type of the system/asset, the criticality of it, the
responsible person of it and the time of intervention.
Those tables along with the output produced by the forensics analysis and visualization tool will act as input to
create a contingency plan for every critical infrastructure, so to produce the corresponding contingency plan
based on the gathered information and the special needs of each infrastructure.
Process Table
This table shows the processes and sub processes that make up the organization where the Contingency Plan
will be developed.
Process

Sub process

Description

Frequency

Contact person

(Daily, weekly, monthly)

OT Systems Supporting the Process
This table shows the systems that support the analysed process.
Process

OT
System
name

Description

Criticality

Type
(Workstation,
Server…)

Number
of
resources

Responsible

Contact
Technicians

Critical Levels:
1 - The organization / department cannot function without the OT system
2 - The organization / department can function partially without the OT system
3 - The organization / department can fully operate without the OT system

Process Hardware Resources
This section covers the hardware components that support the processes.
Process

Hardware
type

Model / Configuration
details

Supplier

Criticality
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Critical Levels:
1 - The organization / department cannot function without the hardware
2 - The organization / department can function partially without the hardware
3 - The organization / department can fully operate without the hardware

Other Assets
This section includes all those assets (communications, data, infrastructure, etc.), which are part of the process
and are necessary to give continuity to the same in case of disruption.
Process

Description

Type

Criticality

Location

Critical Levels:
1 - The organization / department cannot function without the asset
2 - The organization / department can function partially without the asset
3 - The organization / department can fully operate without the asset

Maximum Time of Interruption
For each of the processes, the maximum interruption time will be determined, specifying how many days the
process can remain without incurring any kind of serious losses.
Process

Time Recovery needed

Criticality

Time Recovery Need:
Day 0: Immediate Recovery
Day 1-7: The process must be recovered between the first and seventh day after an incident.
Day 7-30: The process must be recovered after the first week and before one month.
More 30 days: The process could wait more than 30 days to be recovered.

3.1.6.3

Threats to Consider in Contingency Plan

Next table shows a list of threats that could potentially trigger a serious security incident within a CI, affecting
OT systems. Those threats related directly with cybersecurity and information security are highlighted in red
color:
THREATS
NATURAL DISASTERS

Hurricanes
Floods
Fires
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Random fire
ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE

Floods
Air Conditioning Failure
Excess moisture
Smoke, toxic gases
Voltage Rise
Power failure
Uninterruptible Power Supply UPS Failure
Staff Accidents
Inadequate communications capacity
Hardware failure / degradation
Communication failure / degradation
Operating errors
Backup failures
Explosives
Intentional fire
Unauthorized access to the building
Acts of vandalism
Electromagnetic Radiation
Intentional robberies
Data manipulation / software

INTENTIONAL ATTACKS

Hardware Handling
Use of software by unauthorized personnel
Unauthorized Access to Company Data
Malicious software
Theft of equipment
Theft of documents
Software Theft
Uncontrolled software download
Interception of communication lines
Manipulation of communication lines
Abuse of access privileges
Introduction of viruses in systems
Trojans
Social Engineering Attacks
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INTENTIONAL ATTACKS

Logical bombs
Denial of service attacks
Intentional errors
Uncontrolled copies of documents / software / data
Errors in maintenance (updating & patching)
Data Corruption
Intentional non-compliance

3.1.6.4

Vulnerabilities to Consider in Contingency Plan

Vulnerability assessment task is not so easier as run a software analyser, this task may include a review of
technical documentation (design documents, functional descriptions, reports of previous tests performed,
development documentation and others), interviews with developers and programmers, interactions with
application owner etc.
The list provided bellow shows possible main vulnerabilities that could appear in different security domains: like
Infrastructure Security; Application Security or Organizational Security, and which should be considered in
Contingency Plan design.
VULNERABILTIES
Improper servicing
No maintenance
Inadequate staff education in cybersecurity and CI awareness
Inadequate firewall policies
Inadequate information security policy
Absence of security policy
Incorrect access rights
Absence of backup
Lack of efficient and effective configuration change control
Absence of identification and authentication mechanisms
Absence of restriction policy for personnel to use software licenses
Lack of antimalware software
Uncontrolled download and use of Internet software
Absence of data encryption mechanisms for the transmission of confidential data
Inadequate physical equipment protection
Staff without adequate training
Legal breaches (GDPR, Critical Infrastructures Protection policies, etc.)
Defining Inappropriate Access Privileges
Absence of an Incident Recovery Plan
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3.1.7 Resources needed for contingency and continuity
Contingency and continuity solutions are tools whose objective is to activate plans designed to mitigate the
impact caused by any security incident, consisting of a set of backup resources and action procedures aimed at
achieving an orderly and progressive restoration of the systems and the business processes considered critical
in any organization. They are highly focused on disaster recovery and security incidents.
Outsourcing has become a critical element of tools, such as remote backup solutions, virtualization as well as
cloud security elements. These tools lead to a reduction in deployment times and implementation of backup
infrastructures. It is necessary to protect the main business processes through a set of tasks that allows the
organization to recover after a serious incident in a period that does not compromise its continuity. This ensures
that you can give a planned response to any security breach. This will have a positive impact on the care of our
image and reputation as a company, in addition to mitigating the financial impact and loss of critical information
in these incidents
We can find the following subcategories within the products of contingency and continuity:


Contingency and continuity management. They aim to optimally manage in time and form an
unforeseen crisis, thus reducing recovery times and return to normal.



Recovery System tools. They are tools designed to enable a rapid recovery of systems and applications
in the face of a possible security incident



Backups. They are tools for the storage of data or information to have a means to recover them in case of
accidental or intentional loss



Backup infrastructure. They are tools designed to enable the rapid deployment of backup infrastructure
in case of loss, with the aim of minimizing downtime



Security in Virtualization. These tools include mechanisms and technologies that provide security to
virtualized systems.



Tools in the Cloud. They are the technology platforms that allow to configure and use resources,
hardware, software and communications in a minimum time for recovery in case of security incident. They
are characterized by transparency for the user and remote access from any location and device.

Some recommendations to take into account in relation to contingency and continuity solutions:


Make periodic copies of the system for security reasons. We must also have procedures for restoring such
copies



Identify critical services and processes together with the technological assets that support them and their
dependencies



Develop the crisis plan to identify the first actions to be taken when an incident occurs



Make our employees aware of the correct use of corporate systems: that they do not install software
without authorization, or browse web pages of doubtful content and, in general, that all the established in
the security policy of the company is fulfilled.

These tools are widely used and recommended in any CI organization that uses or whose business processes
depend on the use of information systems. They are recommended to use products and tools of backups as a
basic and fundamental measure in security.
1

Some tools available nowadays in the market :

1

https://solutionsreview.com/backup-disaster-recovery/backup-and-disaster-recovery-solutions-directory/
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ARCSERVE
Arcserve Unified Data Protection – Delivers comprehensive Assured Recovery for virtual and physical
environments with a next generation unified architecture and an easy to use console. This solution
enables organizations to scale their IT environments easily while delivering against their recovery point
and recovery time objectives, on premise or in cloud. Arcserve UDP provides a spectrum of enterpriselevel functionality such as imaging, replication and high availability. It also enables the automated disaster
recovery testing of business-critical systems, applications and data, without business downtime or impact
on production systems.

AXCIENT
AXCIENT reates a fully-deduplicated mirror the business locally and in the cloud so that it can easily be
accessed and recover files, folders, applications, servers and even the entire office with one click.
Axcient’s backup and disaster recovery solution offers granular recovery options, system snapshots, bare
metal restores and full virtualization. Axcient protects physical and virtual environments with one backup
and disaster recovery solution; Windows, Mac, Linux, VMWare, Hyper-V and XenServer. All recovery
points can quickly be accessed, searched or restored.

HP
HP helps enterprises meet current and future backup and recovery challenges and business
requirements with a sturdy architecture designed to scale from small and medium businesses, to larger
and more complex enterprises. The solution uses advanced integration with applications and
infrastructure, and operational analytics, to optimize backup, improve business continuity and resiliency,
and boost uptime within IT environments. HP Data Protector can centrally manage and protect critical
data scattered across remote sites and data centres in physical, virtual and cloud infrastructures.

IBM
IBM provides backup, snapshot, archive, recovery, space management, bare machine recovery and
disaster recovery capabilities. Can help protect data on systems of all sizes, including virtual machines,
file servers, email, databases, enterprise resource planning (EPR) systems, mainframes and desktops- all
from a single environment that expands as data grows. Tivoli Storage Manager is available in a range of
configuration options, including solution bundles, appliances and cloud services.

Symantec
Engineered with Symantec V-Ray technology, NetBackup delivers capabilities for virtualized systems. A
single, intuitive management console reveals all backup and recovery activity, allowing consistent policies
and service levels to be enforced across the enterprise. From backup appliances to big data platforms,
NetBackup integrates at every point in the technology stack to improve reliability and performance.
OpenStorage Technology (OST) provides tighter integration with third-party storage and snapshot
solutions.

VMWARE
VMWARE allows you to reliably protect your virtual machines with technology powered by EMC Avamar
and minimizes costs of backup infrastructure with patented duplication. Backup both physical (nonvirtualizes) and virtualized Microsoft Exchange, SQL Server and SharePoint, through the vSphere Web
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Client user interface, using agents that provide application-consistent, granular backup and recovery.
Controlled through the vSphere web console it improves recovery time objectives with restore
capabilities. vSphere also enables disaster recovery with network efficient, secure backup data
replication.

3.1.8 Business Model
3.1.8.1

Target

The target market of the contingency service is composed by owners of critical infrastructures responsible for
their management (The management activity can be subcontracted by the owner, though. The ultimate
responsible is the owner, anyway) with a strong commitment not only to clients but also to the society as a
whole due to the essential and paramount service they provide. This comprises companies of any size in
charge of the management of CIs.

3.1.8.2

Value proposition

Critical infrastructure operators need for quick and agile reaction procedures in the scenario of system failures,
no matter where they come from, whether they are the result of an intended attack or outcomes of random
situations. In order to provide answers to the challenge, this service analyses target critical infrastructure from
different points of view, covering the full value chain. This means that, prior to knowing how to deal with
unexpected scenarios, the first benefit the client obtains is a deep understanding of his infrastructure and
related digital assets, and the dependency on them the business processes have. The client will understand the
existing dependencies and which ones the critical elements are. Another important benefit is the understanding
of the organization itself, and how the different areas and departments have to collaborate to prevent and
mitigate high risk scenarios. Working side-by-side with the client, the CIPSEC consultant will design a tailored
plan adapted to the particular circumstances of the client, yet being compliant with the regulatory and legislative
framework into force, including the most recent regulations at European and National level. Not only regulation
and law are considered, also standards, recommended controls and best practices both in the public and the
private sector will be part of the service and the client will benefit from them thanks to the experience gained by
the consulting team. This service puts special focus on cybersecurity-related aspects, as a more and more
relevant source of issues deriving from cybercriminal activity. This is done from a cross-sector view, with the
service being capable of responding to demands coming from a wide range of verticals.
Thus, the value proposition of the contingency service can be summarized as follows:


Deep understanding of the client infrastructure and involved digital assets, thanks to the assistance of
the consulting team.



Deep understanding of the organization and the internal processes, key to produce an effective
contingency plan.



Compliance with the most recent regulations at European and National levels



Compliance with standards and best practices.



Adaptable to a wide range of verticals

This value proposition, along with that of the other service, will be further developed in the context of
exploitation activities within WP5.
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3.1.8.3

Revenue streams

The contingency service is first and foremost a consulting service which may follow several billing formulae
which will be agreed with the client during a negotiation phase. Some alternatives are enumerated below:


Linear billing, basing on the effort (man-hour) invested by the consulting team, paid at an hourly rate.



Subscription fee, which covers a limited number of hours / a certain task scope / both, and then linear
billing for everything falling outside such limits.



Subscription fee, which is paid periodically and involves an unlimited number of hours. This may have
a clause related to the scope of the activities

3.1.8.4

Cost structure

The cost structure considers the following components:


The salary of the staff involved to provide the service.



Training costs of the consulting team



Marketing costs



Organizational costs, including the acquisition of software and hardware, power supply, office furniture
and other costs traditionally considered as an overhead.

3.1.8.5

Pricing drivers

The price established for the contingency service will consider several drivers, namely:


The cost structure defined in the previous section



The competitors existing in the market and the existing demand for contingency services.



The complexity posed by each client, which may make possible to offer discounts in cases of project
involving long time dedication.

3.1.8.6

Key partners

The key partners involved in this service are the following:


European Commission, as author of general strategies for CI protection, which are a valuable
knowledge source to implement the service.



National Governments, in charge of the transposition to the national context of regulations. They also
create national cybersecurity plans. Most countries have an organism taking care of the protection of
critical infrastructures, which acts as reference point for consultation. In this chapter, CERTs are also
included as actors with whom coordination is needed for an efficient response to incidents. Also, the
National Data Protection Agencies are a partner to be considered.



Standardisation bodies, such as ISA, ISO, NIST, ETSI which provide a plethora of standards following
different focuses which lead to best practices actually leveraged by CIPSEC. To name but two valuable
sources of standards, we could mention those coming from the ICT field and those coming from
industrial automation, which create a good baseline to be applied to a broad range of verticals. For the
former, those strictly focused on cybersecurity are carefully taken into account.
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Public-private partnerships, like ECSO, which are valuable collaboration fora and a valuable source of
information.



Private companies with a strong footprint on the security field, specially cybersecurity, which eventually
act as providers of solutions to monitor and follow-up the cyber risk exposure of a certain critical
infrastructure.

3.1.8.7

Key activities

The key activities are the following:

 Thorough analysis of the critical infrastructure to protect and for which set a contingency plan.
 Technical activities to adapt the critical infrastructures in all the data processing layers and for the
whole data cycle (encryption of communications, for instance).

 Definition of procedures in response to risk scenarios.
 Definition of roles concerning the protection of the endangered assets, who is who and what the duties
are. This includes any possible change in the organization hierarchy or structure.

 Definition of information exchange flows and rules. This is done both internally and for the exchange
with external actors, who need definition as well.

 Incident reporting to authority.
 Watching over and ensuring full alignment with legislation.
 Analysis of standards and best practices and application to each specific client scenario.
 Awareness creation within the company, as the contingency plan must involve the staff as a whole.
 Auditing activities
3.1.8.8

Channels

Some channels identified to reach clients are:







CIPSEC website, which is a strong dissemination tool. In particular, the blog is an excellent resource to
create public awareness about the need for contingency services.
Social networks, which will put the focus on practical cases, described in an easy-going way to facilitate
the understanding and make the audience aware of the purpose of this service.
Practical networking, grown thanks to personal interaction in diverse for a, such as events,
conferences, seminars, meetings, to name but a few. In this sense, the involvement of marketing
specialists and the thorough creation of a commercial strategy is key.
E-mails, newsletters and brochures.
Press and media presence, with ad-hoc publications, including factsheets.
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3.1.9 Output of the service
The output of the contingency plan service will act as feedback from the CIs (internal and external ones) to the
CIPSEC consortium. This feedback will be




used to further improve the CIPSEC framework’s offered services and
it will also act as reference for the CIs for later use in case of possible incidents.

Below is a list of information requested by the contingency plan service to be filled in by the CIs. The
1
information requested is based on the NIST publication SP 800-34 document.
The form below that is intended to be filled by the CIs has two parts.




The first part is generic and focused both on the CIPSEC pilots (internal CIs) that were used to create
the CIPSEC framework and its services, and the interested future CIs.
The second part is mostly focused on the future CIs and it is aiming at collecting further new
information and requirements from other CIs, different than the consortium pilots used. This second
part of information will serve as feedback to further improve CIPSEC services and cover even more CI
requirements.

3.1.9.1

Contingency plan service - generic information:

Departments name / type (IT, OT)
Statement of intentions

Note: Please indicate the main areas of your CI that this contingency
plan will focus on (e.g plans for recovering telecommunication
infrastructure and/or technology platforms). The plan is subject to
modifications when needed an in case of incidents. Modifications should
ensure safety of people, systems, and data.

Policy

Note: It is very important to include an approved statement with policies
relating to the provision of disaster recovery services.

Objectives

Note: Main goals of the plan should be described here. Objectives may
include that all employees are aware of the plan and its procedures,
implication that it may have when activated on other
services/organizations, key customers and other business partners.

Person responsible

Note: It is very important to have the key contact information near the
beginning of the plan. It is the information most likely to be used
immediately and should be easy to locate.

Plan Overview

Note: Describes the basics of the plan, such as the update process of
the plan and the storage of the plan.

1

http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-34r1.pdf
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Emergency Response

Note: Members and contact details of the DR team.

Disaster Recovery Team

Note: Members and contact details of the DR team.

Escalation
procedures
Emergency Alert

and

Note: Steps to follow in the first phases of the incident until the RD plan
is activated. What is the procedure that they have to follow for the first
couple of hours? What is the escalation procedure in case of failure?
Which are the timeframes between escalation steps?

Media

Note: Tips for dealing with the media. What and which information
should be protected and what information should be revealed to the
media? What was the incident and what are the mitigation measures
taken?

Insurance

Note: Summarizes the insurance coverage associated with the IT
environment and other relevant policies.

Legal and financial issues

Note: Describe what needs to be done immediately in case of an incident
(e.g inform CERT/CSIRT teams)

Statement of intentions of the IT/OT department
Note: Please indicate the main areas of your CI that this contingency plan will focus on (e.g plans for
recovering telecommunication infrastructure and/or technology platforms). The plan is subject to
modifications when needed an in case of incidents. Modifications should ensure safety of people, systems,
and data.
Department:
Contingency plan id:

Statement of intentions
Areas of focus:

Response Description:

Policy statement
Note: It is very important to include an approved statement with policies relating to the provision of disaster
recovery services.
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Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Policy Statement
Disaster Recovery Service:

Policy Statement:

Objectives
Note: Main goals of the plan should be described here. Objectives may include that all employees are
aware of the plan and its procedures, implication that it may have when activated on other
services/organizations, key customers and other business partners.

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Main Objectives
Main CP Objectives:

Procedures:

Ιmplications:
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Key Person Contact Information
Note: It is very important to have the key contact information near the beginning of the plan. It is the
information most likely to be used immediately and should be easy to locate.

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Key Person Information
Name and position

Contact Details:

Telephone (local, home):
mobile:
Email:

Office Number or address:

Plan Overview
Note: Describes the basics of the plan, such as the update process of the plan and the storage of the plan.

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Plan Overview
Basic Contingency
processes:

plan

Other key information:
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Emergency Response
Note: Describe what needs to be done immediately in case of an incident (e.g. inform CERT/CSIRT teams)

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Emergency Response
Layer 1 Responses




(immediate actions)
Layer 2 Responses




(intermediate actions)
Layer 3 Responses




(final emergency actions)

Disaster Recovery Team
Note: Members and contact details of the DR team.

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Disaster Recovery Team
Team Leader

Name:
Contact details: 


Member

Name:
Contact details: 


Member

Name:
Contact details: 
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Member

Name:
Contact details: 


Emergency alert, escalation and activation of the DRP
Note: Steps to follow in the first phases of the incident until the RD plan is activated. What is the procedure
that they have to follow for the first couple of hours? What is the escalation procedure in case of failure?
Which are the timeframes between escalation steps?

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Actions Prior to Activation of RD Plan
Phase 1

Procedure:

Phase 2

Procedure:

Timeframes

Contact point with the DRP
team

E.g. Phase 1 procedures must be activated within 10 minutes of the
incident. Phase 2 procedures must be activated after the successful
completion of phase 1 or if 30 minutes has pasted from the incident. In
case of failure to alleviate the impact of the disaster contact the DRP team.

Name:
Contact details: 


Media
Note: Tips for dealing with the media. What and which information should be protected and what
information should be revealed to the media? What was the incident and what are the mitigation measures
taken?
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Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Media Handling
Sensitive information
(Note: Need to be protected
from media coverage)
Incident Description

Mitigation Actions already
in place
Future Actions:

Person in charge of public
communications

Name:
Contact details: 


Insurance
Note: Summarizes the insurance coverage associated with the IT environment and other relevant policies.

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Insurance Coverages
Coverages:

Asset
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Person
in
insurance:

charge

of

Name:
Contact details: 


Legal and financial issues
Note: Actions to take to manage legal and financial issues.

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Legal and Financial issues
Legal Issues

Tier 1
(high Importance)
Tier 2
(medium Importance)
Tier 3
(low Importance)

Legal Representative

Name:
Contact details: 


Finanncial Issues

Tier 1
(high Importance)
Tier 2
(medium Importance)
Tier 3
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(low Importance)

Finance Liaison

Name:
Contact details: 


ICTCP Implementation
Note: Stresses the importance of implementing the contingency plan

Department:
Contingency Plan id:

Contingency Plan Importance
Key Implications:

What would the implications be if not applying the Contingency
plan?

Key Features:

What are the key features of the Contingency Plan?

Mitigation importance

Why is it important to apply the Contingency Plan and mitigate the
incident’s impact?

Appendix A
Note: Disaster Recovery Plan templates - Model templates for a variety of recoveries due to technological
incidents; It is useful to have the technical documentation of selected suppliers available. Please see
example below.

Disaster Recovery Plan for Systems
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SYSTEM NAME
OVERVIEW
PRODUCTION SERVER

FQDN:
OS:
CPUs:
Memory:
Disk Size:
IP Address:
Other:

APPLICATIONS RUNNING
ASSOCIATED SERVERS
KEY CONTACTS
Hardware Vendor
System Owners
Database Owner
Application Owners
Software Vendors
BACKUP
SYSTEM

STRATEGY

FOR

Daily
Monthly
Quarterly
SYSTEM DISASTER
RECOVERY PROCEDURE
Case 1

Case 2

3.1.9.2

Contingency plan service – extended information:
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What must be protected.

Identify potential attackers/threats note covered already by the CIPSEC framework

Data Protection mechanisms

Please indicate security features/requirements that are needed and not already covered by the CIPSEC
framework.

3.1.10 Conclusions
Today, the digital transformation of Critical Infrastructures is an essential necessity not to stay disconnected
from their own sector. As it has been exposed along the different sections of this service overview in the
different sections of this service overviews, and also in the numerous reports and studies consulted and
1
published in recent years , the digital transformation of enterprises must be driven by cybersecurity. It is
foreseen that by 2020, 60% of digital businesses will suffer major failures in their services because of the
inability of their IT teams to manage the "digital risk". Security is a fundamental pillar of digital transformation
and, in a data-driven economy; cybersecurity has become a priority for organizations that must anticipate digital
risks in order to avoid possible attacks and loss of information.
The European Commission launched a public-private partnership initiative in early July 2016 by signing a
public-private partnership agreement with cybersecurity actors and industries to improve the contingency
capacity of the European Union to confront cyberattacks. The European Union promised to invest 450 million
euros under the Horizon 2020 program to contribute to the development of the sector. The European
Cybersecurity Organization (ECSO), made up of large European companies in the information security sector,
has been explicitly set up to implement the initiative, which will bring in three times the Commission's figure, so
that EUR 1.8 billion in 2020, expected deployment date.
CI and the Public Administration must implement strategies to deal with cyber threats, increasing OT systems
resilience. Cybersecurity has become a priority for both private companies and public institutions. Awareness
within the company of the importance of security policies is vital for its definition, deployment and compliance.
It requires proactive awareness within organizations to be prepared for the present and, above all, the future.
Initiatives of public-private collaboration such as that already mentioned in the European Union and more

1

Gartner Special Report Looks at Cybersecurity at the Speed of Digital Business, 2016 http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3337617
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intellectual and simple initiatives, such as this CIPSEC service, can be a starting point for this preparation of
cybersecurity strategies of companies and Government’s agencies.
Information Sharing
As described in the chapter 3.1.3.4, the process of data collection and its conversion into information in order to
generate intelligence about it is not a trivial process. Likewise, the ability to "trigger" such intelligence is diverse,
depending on the quality of the intelligence, its nature or capacity of the recipient. Advances in standardization
1
in the last five years have been spectacular, most probably a new standard will be developed by OASIS and it
will be widely used by the de facto industry.
It is important to emphasize the need to improve the incentives for sharing, since the complexity of the current
ecosystem (data source, recipients, privacy, confidentiality or integrity) generates a complexity that inhibits the
distribution of information due to political, economic, sociocultural, technical or legal aspects.
Different local, national or regional administrations have teams to encourage the creation and distribution of
intelligence in cyber threats, and European bodies such as EUROPOL EC3 or ENISA. Likewise, the different
armies count in most of the NATO countries with a fifth domain (CyberSpace) where information is generated
and cooperates to mitigate the various cyber threats.
On the other hand, the information generated for critical operators and the intelligence generated by the many
existing companies is widely consumed in the private sector, although the use of information from market
2
leaders and FS-ISAC organizations is increasingly frequent.
In terms of capacities, both the United States and China and Israel are now leading the way in public models,
for all this from the different European organizations and companies included under ECSO, cybersecurity has
been prioritized in 2016-2019 with 450 million euros in aid, which will surely help the creation of quality cyber
intelligence data and their optimal sharing.

Awareness
Awareness in a contingency plan is a permanent activity that must start from the initial stages of education and
must reach all staff of CI. Undoubtedly, it is a clear benefit to the individual and his/her work environment, which
ultimately leads to a more resilient sector in cyberspace.
But, it is not enough that the individual is aware in cybersecurity. CI have to get the person to have a real
commitment to his/her organization and to his/her nation. To do this, at the labor level, companies and
organizations should offer workers a way of life, group feeling, and in some cases provide a set of added
values that go beyond direct economic stimulus. There is nothing worse than having the enemy at home, as is
the case of malicious insiders.
In short, to succeed and improve our global cybersecurity culture, CI must:
1. Keep in mind that CI works with people.
2. Have the institutional support and the resources to develop all the contingency plans that are
necessary and align them with the interests of the country
3. Agglutinate all stakeholders (companies, administrations, cybersecurity companies) into a PPP to
define the most appropriate lines of work to ensure success.

1

https://www.oasis-open.org/

2

https://www.fsisac.com/
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The public-private collaboration synthesized in these conclusions, CIPSEC project considers is an
indispensable tool to deal with cyber threats of the present and the future, and key support for the realization
and implementation of Cybersecurity strategies and appropriate contingency plans.

3.2 Forensics
3.2.1 Introduction
Before the digital era, investigations were performed in the following way: investigators had to get a search
warrant, confiscate the material (documents, records, tapes etc.), examine it and build a case based on
findings. Today, even though a lot of physical evidence is still being analysed, the digital format of data
dominates (according to a UCB study, 93% of new information is born digital), raising several
issues/challenges, e,g, need to examine the data – what if it is hidden?, need to convince the Court that the
evidence is real – did we fake it outright? – did we accidentally modify something (e.g. access dates), need to
maintain the chain of custody, and many other aspects.
According to Casey, Eoghan. Digital Evidence and Computer Crime, p12, Digital Evidence is any data stored
or transmitted using a computer that supports or refutes a theory of how an offense occurred or that addresses
critical elements of the offense such as intent or alibi. With respect to this definition,






Digital evidence is extremely fragile, like a fingerprint.
Digital evidence is also “latent” which means it cannot be seen in its natural state, much like DNA. Any
actions that can alter, damage or destroy digital evidence will be scrutinized by the Courts.
Digital evidence is often constantly changing and it can be very time sensitive
Digital evidence can transcend borders with ease and speed
1

According to NIST , over the last decade the number of crimes that involve digital evidence has grown, spurring
an increase in companies and products that aim to assist law enforcement in using computer-based evidence
to determine the who, what, where, when, and how for crimes. As a result, Digital Forensics (cyber forensics)
has evolved to assure proper presentation of computer crime evidentiary data into Court. The goal of digital
forensics is to support the elements of troubleshooting, monitoring, recovery, and the protection of sensitive
data, in the event of a crime being committed. It is also the approach to collecting, analyzing, and archiving
2
data as evidence in a court of law .
Generally, the definition of digital forensics is:
“…the application of science to the identification, collection, examination, and analysis of data while preserving
the integrity of the information and maintaining a strict chain of custody for the data.”
Following this definition, digital forensics has been a popular mainstream for some time and has matured into
an information - technology capability that is very common among modern information security programs.
Forensic tools and techniques are most often thought of in the context of criminal investigations and computer

1

NIST SP 800-86, “Guide to Integrating Forensics Techniques into Incident Response,”
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-86/SP800-86.pdf.
2

DHS National Cyber Security Division, Control Systems Security Program
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security incident handling used to respond to an event by investigating suspect systems, gathering and
preserving evidence, reconstructing events, and assessing the current state of an event.
Although scalable to many information technology domains, especially modern corporate architectures, digital
forensics can be challenging when being applied to non-traditional environments (e.g. critical infrastructures CIs), which are not comprised of current information technologies or are designed with technologies that do not
provide adequate data storage or audit capabilities. In addition, further complexity is introduced when the
environments are designed using proprietary solutions and protocols, thus limiting the ease of which modern
forensic methods can be utilized. Finally, the legacy nature (different CIs are subject to different laws and
regulations) can often prohibit the smooth incorporation and utilization of modern forensics analysis.

3.2.2 Inputs to the service from the rest of the framework and clients
The critical note
Requests for forensic data (inputs for the forensics service) should be considered something like a shopping
list. Thus, the focus will be on the definition of the format (structure) of the supplied information rather than the
tools that are used to collect the info.
The CIPSEC forensics service in the CIPSEC architecture
CIPSEC agents plugged into the Acquisition layer and the Anomaly Detection Reasoner will offer the
appropriate data to the Forensics service (ref. D2.2).
More specifically, to address the forensics challenges of the CIPSEC CIs, AEGIS (one of the CIPSEC
consortium partners) is analysing in depth the critical infrastructures of the three CIPSEC pilot domains, namely
environmental, health and transportation, with the ultimate goal to define a number of Critical Infrastructure
Performance Indicators (CIPIs). The goal is to come up with more than 30 CIPIs, a number that seems to be
sufficient for monitoring the CIs.
CIPIs and non-CIPIs data (complementary data that will facilitate the forensics analysis) that are important for a
detailed forensics investigation and has been defined so far (the list will be continuously expanded) are
reported in CIPSEC D2.2 report “CIPSEC Unified Architecture – First Internal Release”.
It must be noted that both CIPIs and non-CIPI data are subject to changes, replacements and/or additions of
new CIPIs according to the needs that will emerge after initially deploying the CIPSEC agents on the
environment to be monitored. The versatile factors that can affect the final gathered CIPI/Non-CIPI set could,
for example, include certain OS-specific restrictions, bandwidth limitations, hardware constraints and even
national regulations of the country where the monitored environment resides.
The forensics service process
CIPSEC Agents that are plugged into the Acquisition Layer (ref. D2.2) are collecting CIPIs and non-CIPIs data
from the CIs. In sequence, the data are pushed to the Detection Layer (Anomaly Detection Reasoner) or
directly to the Data Processing Layer (Forensics service).

3.2.3 Procedure and timings
CIPSEC project will develop a Digital Forensics Service tailored to the specific needs of CIPSEC critical
infrastructures, namely the Hospital Clinic de Barcelona (http://www.hospitalclinic.org/en), the CSI Piemonte
http://www.csipiemonte.it/web/it/) and Deutsche Bahn (https://www.bahn.de/p_en/view/index.shtml), by
following the four basic phases of digital forensics (NIST):
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Collection: identifying and acquiring data from the security sensors/services plugged into CIPSEC,
while following procedures that preserve the integrity of the data. CIPSEC’s Acquisition Layer (ref.
D2.2) contains services and tools to gather forensics data.
Examination: forensically processing collected data using a combination of automated and manual
methods, and assessing and extracting data of particular interest, while preserving the integrity of the
data (CIPSEC’s Detection Layer).
Analysis: analyzing the results of the examination, using legally justifiable methods and techniques, to
derive useful information that addresses the questions that were the impetus for performing the
collection and examination (CIPSEC’s Detection and Processing Layer).
Reporting: reporting the results of the analysis, which may include describing the actions used,
explaining how tools and procedures were selected, determining what other actions need to be
performed (e.g., forensic examination of additional data sources, securing identified vulnerabilities,
improving existing security controls), and providing recommendations for improvement to policies,
procedures, tools, and other aspects of the forensic process (AEGIS forensics visualization toolkit –
Preconfigured views, ref D2.2 and D2.3).

3.2.4 Target
The Target Group of the Forensics service is the same as the CIPSEC one (ref. D5.1, Section 3.2). The following
figure provide an overview of global industry sectors that can benefit from the Forensics service.
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3.2.5 Resources needed
The Forensics service comprises various elements whose purpose is to monitor the network for security
breaches such as honeypots (FORTH) and security event monitors (ATOS, BITDEFENDER, etc.). These
elements are responsible for gathering and evaluating the raw data various deployed sensors collect, process
them and eventually raise alarms about abnormal situations. For forensics purposes, raw data needs to be
reduced to a manageable amount, following defined yet flexible and configurable policies, to be effectively
visualized (meaningful for system operators and security personnel). One example of the type of analysis that
may be provided by the service is the assistance in determining the next vulnerable target in a stepping-stone
attack, where the attacker who is denied access to its victim host, must compromise a number of intermediate
hosts opening a path to the final objective. A strong security posture, including defense-in-depth techniques,
provides additional time for the defenders to take corrective actions before critical assets are endangered. This
strategy, however, must be deployed along with a service responsible for detecting the attack and alerting the
defenders about the threat. Indeed, by detecting the fact that one or more hosts have been compromised and
by displaying this information along with other potentially vulnerable hosts (e.g. hosts that are either running the
same software load or have the same configuration), in a graphical manner, the forensics service may help the
system operators react to the ongoing attack.
The Forensics service may also be used in conjunction with “trip-wire” style detectors such as honeypots.
Operating in the same manner as the previous example, the information gathered from honeypots deployed in
multiple locations within the network, may be displayed by the forensics visualization toolkit, combining alerts
from both active and passive sensors.
The service may also be used to identify assets that may have been “touched” by the attackers and, hence,
should be examined thoroughly for any potential devices installed by the attackers (back doors, rootkits,
sleeper code, etc.). This means that the service should be able to access logs and other information collected
during the attack and then present it to the forensics analysis personnel.
Resources needed from the rest of CIPSEC consortium
1. Anomaly Detection Reasoner:


Queries to the server based on a user-defined set of performance indicators (e.g. CPU load,
memory utilization, incoming/outgoing network traffic, including absolute values and/or rate of
change).



A sensor detects some illegal activity in the network, and sends a trigger message with the
characterization of the illegal activity as well as state information (e.g. which hosts are involved,
protocols, etc.) to the AEGIS station.

2. Acquisition Layer
a. Honeynets: collection of log files concerning DOS attacks

3.2.6 Legal requirements
“Today legislation is in place in the public domain, for public procurement. Different procurement requirements
are present in each member state. Harmonization is needed EU-wide so that a cybersecurity product, solutions
or service delivered in compliance with a single set of legal requirements can be compliant throughout the EU.
The scope today concerns mainly critical infrastructure protection” [1].
The primary purpose of digital forensics is to present digital evidence in legal proceedings [2]. Therefore, the
techniques employed to extract digital evidence from devices must comply with legal standards. However, due
to the nature of the Internet, digital forensic investigations are not constrained by geographical boundaries and
legal issues are complicated by the presence of multiple jurisdictions. An electronic crime initiated in Australia
can bring down a computer system in the United States (or vice versa). Consequently, it is important that there
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is a cohesive movement towards the acceptance of legal standards for digital evidence in international courts of
law.
Digital forensics is perhaps the one most closely defined by legal requirements cyber security process, and one
whose growth and evolution is informed and guided by case law, regulatory changes, and the ability of
cyberlawyers and digital forensics experts to take the products of forensic tools and processes to court [3]. The
tension between privacy rights and law enforcement’s need to search and seize digital evidence sometimes
mirrors, and frequently extends, the extant tensions inherent in rules of evidence. This legal foundation makes
forensics tools and techniques for recovery, handling, analysis and preservation of digital evidence unique
among the technical cybersecurity solutions, as opposed to firewalls, antivirus, routing, or intrusion detection,
among others, where progress is made with much less scrutiny and guidance from legal scholars.
According to a relevant survey jurisdictional issues are among the most common problems reported in the
literature [2]. Because cybercrime is not constrained by territorial, state or national boundaries, there are often
questions about the jurisdiction where the crime occurred and the agency with the authority to investigate and
prosecute. International cooperation is a related issue – a cybercrime can occur anywhere in the world, have
victims in different locations and leave trails of evidence that cross multiple national boundaries. The need to
enact cybercrime laws on an international scale is an ongoing effort as is the need to improve cooperation
among countries [ECSO - SRIA].
Based on the above legal requirements related to forensics influence mostly the process of collecting the
evidence and can be summarized as follows:


Jurisdictional issues.



Requirement for best practices guides and standards. As reported by ECSO – SRIA, European
legislation has at least four main horizontal instruments in force or close to be adopted (NIS, GDPR,
eIDAS, CIP) that need to be transposed and implemented at national level, and may require the
adoption of more detailed secondary legislation at European level (i.e. implementing or delegated acts).



Confidential records and business systems privacy. Address fundamental rights defined by EU, e.g.
protect the privacy of individuals and businesses during investigations.



International cooperation in legal practice. Access and exchange of information and interpretation of
laws affecting digital evidence.



Computer evidence presentation difficulties. The presentation of digital evidence in legal proceedings is
another important issue. Because lawyers, judges and juries may have limited technical knowledge, the
presentation of digital evidence must be done in a clear, easily understandable manner.

3.2.7 Logic map of the service
The following figure provides an overview of the three-layer architecture of the Forensics (AEGIS) toolkit (ref
D2.2). In sequence, we provide two indicative scenarios of how this architecture can be utilized in the context of
CIPSEC.
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Figure 14. Forensics: Logic Map of the Service

Scenarios:
A. Case of normal behaviour that triggers alarm
DISCLAIMER: this is an example, it may not actually occur in the CSI pilot.





Ethernet switch decides to auto-update its software
Monitoring system detects elevated IP traffic (bps CIPI)
Visualisation station zooms in on affected station (EMN)



We see: activity of all active elements in the EMN, including:







Unknown IP address
Switch is connected to manufacturer website (e.g. Linksys)
No other abnormal behaviour

Based on this information we deduce that the switch is doing a software update.
Issue report to update policy to accommodate this event.



e.g. schedule regular updates for hardware.

B. Interaction with Honeypots
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FORTH creates a honeypot that looks like an environmental station
We use the honeypot to detect illegal activity and coordinate data acquisition from sensors in the operational
environmental stations
SSH attack:
Check if SSH connections exist
SSH service anything above 0 -> warning
HTTP attack:
HTTP connections above 1 -> warning.
Every hour reaches 1 from 0 when the HQ are connected to the station and is getting the data.
So what happens if http connections == 1?
Use FORTH honeypot to detect situations where http CIPI should be lowered to 0.

3.2.8 Business model
To facilitate an innovative solution onto the market and thus ensure its viability, AEGIS will follow Deloitte’s Fast
Track programme to Innovation, an intensive program which has been used many times extensively and has a
proven track record. The program facilitates innovative activities, reduces time-to-market and investment in
commercializing new ideas, reduces uncertainty and improves chances of obtaining sustainable revenues from
an innovative idea. It brings an innovative idea to life and work according to predefined phases towards a
concrete business model and a go to market plan. It includes eight phases: (i) market insights and business
requirements; ii) define product’s value proposition; (iii) business requirements validation; (iv) elucidate
business model/scenarios; (v) identify and explore open issues; (vi) seek synergies with CIPSEC partners; (vii)
consolidation; (viii) go-to-market.
AEGIS will kick-off the process after the release of the first draft version of the product (Minimum Viable
Product - MVP), which is envisioned at M18 (October 2017) of the project. Together with the MVP, a Business
Model Canvas will be created which will guide AEGIS exploitation activities. In sequence, a build-measurelearn feedback loop will start with end users (e.g CIPSEC partners and/or industrial partners external to the
consortium) which will allow AEGIS team to collect the maximum amount of validated learning about business
requirements (validation) with the least effort." The goal will be to test fundamental business hypotheses (or
leap-of-faith assumptions) and to help AEGIS begin the commercialization process (pricing policy, costs, etc.)
as soon as possible.

3.2.9 Output of the service
The ICT part of the Forensics service
1

The ICT part of the Forensics service is implemented in java and it is based on the Jersey RESTful Web
Services framework. The API exposes the data in JSON format and offers a number of services to get any CIPI
based on a number of parameters like e.g., the name of the monitored machine, the name of the CIPI, the
timeframe, etc. Using Jersey, existing services can be easily adapted to updated requirements and also new
services can be easily created in order to cover emerging needs.
Detailed views and insights of information in the form of, indicative examples, geographical maps, tree maps,
chord diagrams, etc. (AEGIS forensic visualization toolkit) can be implemented by any consumer of the
Forensic service.
Moreover, AEGIS will offer two additional functionalities that cannot be seen in other similar services.

1

https://jersey.github.io
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The time variable of Digital Evidence. “An analyst must be able to establish a context of time when
1
evaluating collected data.” Presenting forensics data on a time-manner (e.g. timeline) raises several
difficulties/challenges, namely the creation of an intuitive for the user interface, the effective
presentation of the relation/correlation of the data, fast response for large data sets, etc. The amount of
previous work focusing on forensic timelining tools is sparse and all of the major forensic tools lack the
2
ability of presenting a timeline overview to the investigator . AEGIS forensics service will implement a
time-based analysis and a timeline presentation of stored data (period of data presented is
configurable). The investigator will be able to travel in time and have a detailed view of all the CIPIs
defined. After tracking the time that an event occurred, the investigator will be able to analyse the CIPIs
of other events that led to the specific one, compare the current event with previous (similar) events
(again in terms of the information provided by the detailed views of all the CIPIs, direct comparison of
current with historical states) and as more data comes in, operator can investigate outcomes.
AEGIS “Preconfigured views”. The benefit of AEGIS forensic toolkit is that “knowledge” gained during
an analysis can be utilised in future similar incidents. The process is the following: a) an event is
characterised by affected CIPIs, b) the investigator response is stored in the event file (e.g. specific
views brought up and events highlighted during analysis), c) actions are collected in a “script” to be run
when a similar event is observed. The “Preconfigured views” functionality can speed up incident
response, make event reporting faster – easier and allow the investigator to concentrate on the
analysis rather than bringing up the required views.

The non-ICT part of the Forensics service
Complementary services related to Digital Forensics investigation like training and consultation will be offered
by CIPSEC consortium as well. “Forensics Best Practices” for the three CIPSEC pilots will be offered as part of
CIPSEC forensics service. Best practices will be based on the “Preconfigured Views” mentioned above.

3.3 Updating
3.3.1 Introduction
Any software system needs updating to provide new features or fix bugs and security issues. It is particularly
important for security software to always be up to date, to ensure the best protection.
First of all, an exploited vulnerability in security software may give the attacker full control over the system. A
proper updating service will ensure that any vulnerability discovered is patched in time, reducing the attackers
window of opportunity.
Secondly, security software must always be up to date with virus definitions for detecting incoming threats.
The following sections will describe the specifics for the updating service, tailored for the CIPSEC products.

3.3.2 Inputs to the service
Regarding the update procedure we identified two different scenarios that should be taken into consideration in
this section:

1

US Dept. of Homeland Security

2

Jens Olsson, Martin Boldt, "Computer forensic timeline visualization tool"
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3.3.2.1

Modules with self-update feature

This type of modules is designed with the update feature because frequent updating is a strong requirement.
For instance, an anti-virus engine should frequently update the virus definitions to thus maintain a high
detection rate, and modules that should be permanently on to handle their own updating.
The update process can be self-triggered (each module decides when it’s time to update) or can be triggered
by our Local Update Component. The modules falling in the first case must expose an interface where the
update location is set. The update location can be a URI, pointing to a web server, an FTP server or a network
share. The update location will only be set at installation time or when it changes. In the second case, the
modules should expose an update interface, that will be called periodically by LUC. The update location will be
specified each time.

3.3.2.2

Modules without self-update feature

The modules that do not meet the above criterion can be updated directly by our update component. In this
case they must expose a stop() and a start()/restart() interface. The Local Update Component will stop, patch,
then restart each module.

3.3.3 Procedure
The update procedure differs for systems that are connected to the Internet, from systems that are not
connected.
For a system that is always connected to the Internet, the updating service will periodically poll the server in
order to check for new updates. A system not connected to an external network must still be update, although
not that often. In this case, the updates can be provided on an external USB drive or on an internal server and
the updating service can be run manually, specifying the updating location.
Some critical security components must always run, even during the update process. For this reason, they
should handle their own update, by loading the new modules while the old modules are used, switch the
references to the new modules, then discard the old ones. The process is depicted in the figure below.
Some other security components can be safely turned off for updating. For this reason, they must expose the
interface described in the previous section. The update component will do the following operations:


Stop the component



Patch/Update



Restart the component

Other security software, that is not running during the update can simply be patched on the disk.
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Figure 15. Updating: General procedure of the service

3.3.4 Target
The updating service addresses a wide range of targets, as any piece of software requires updating.
An important aspect of securing critical infrastructures is that the security tools themselves should meet highsecurity standards. To prevent widening the attack vector by providing vulnerable software, the CIPSEC tools
should always be up-to-date.
The updating service will target any system that has software components deployed and will be deployed
among them. If the systems have direct access to the CIPSEC cloud, no further configuration is required.
Otherwise, a system administrator will need to make the necessary settings, like configuring a proxy server or
specifying a local server where updates will be stored.

3.3.5 Resources needed
The most important resource needed by the updating service is a server that will store the latest version and
patches for each module. This server could be deployed in the cloud. If the critical infrastructure protected by
CIPSEC is not directly connected to the Internet, some local mirror at the client site is required. In case the
number of the protected system grows, a Content Distribution Network will be more appropriate.
The Local Update Component on each system will have no significant performance overhead. For the modules
that handle their own update and must be turned on permanently, we may need a larger amount of RAM. The
reason for this requirement is that during the update, for a short amount of time, both the old and the new
module will be running simultaneously.

3.3.6 Legal requirements
As any software system needs updating to provide new features or fix bugs and security issues, it is critically
for security software to always be up to date, to ensure the best protection. Consequently, as part of the
CIPSEC framework, an Update Policy will be delivered so that each CI user of the CIPSEC services
understands the terms and impact of delivering the update services. Such Policy will encompass sections
about: #1 Current software version (details the existing versions and their main features), #2 Latest update
available (presents a list of possible vulnerabilities of the previous versions and the new improvements), #3
Updates priority level (prioritises the updates order considering their impact in terms of security and probability),
#4 Updates implementation (explains if the updates will be self-triggered or will be triggered by Local Update
Component).
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In case of a particular event, the updates deployment will follow the Update Policy complemented by an
amendment which will illustrate how the updating service will be implemented (i.e. for DB any update must be
validated and approved before being deployed; the updating service may be configured to only accept updates
that are digitally signed by a specified authority, enforcing the CI requirements).
If the updating server is deployed in the Cloud, or in case we will use a Content Distribution Network, a Service
Level Agreement must be established with the 3rd party services providers.
For instance, Microsoft Azure guarantees "that at least 99.9% of the time CDN will respond to client requests
and deliver the requested content without error". The service credit will be reduced with 10% if the monthly
uptime percentage drops below 99.9% and by 25% if it drops below 99.5%.

3.3.7 Logic map

CIPSET cloud infrastructure (contains
information about possible update)

Local Update
Component

performUpdate()

stop()
restart()
Module 1

Module 2

(self-updating)

(updated by LUC)

Module n

Figure 16. Updating: Logic Map of the Service

3.3.8 Timings
The following diagram describes the three phases of the update process.
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In the running phase, the component is running and is performing the normal functions.
To patch the component, a down phase is required, initiated by the stop command (which turns off the
component).
After the component has been switched off, the update is performed, during the patching phase. After the
patching ends, the module is restarted and goes back to the running phase.

3.3.9 Output of the service
The updating service can output logs, stating the update time and version for each component.
This information helps in several ways. First, the next update cycle can check the current version and the latest
version in the cloud and decide whether the update procedure should start. Secondly, these logs can be
consulted for generating reports. Third, the exact update time and version is required for debugging and
forensics.

3.3.10 Business Model
The further development of exploitation activities will be built on the existing commercial approach of
Bitdefender. Therefore, the product management team will conduct a feasibility analysis to prove technical and
commercial viability, conducting an analytical exercise to position the service. The objective is to test the
economic viability of the solution among a larger pool of potential clients (user-acceptance) and, to assess if the
chosen commercialization approach will be conducive for the post-implementation period. By using research,
experience and business principles, this analysis will determine the probability of the project to sustain itself
and offer insights into the development strategy. The expected outcomes of the analysis are: (1) to validate
the business concept by demonstrating the need for the framework and its components for the CI market; (2)
engage with customers to demonstrate user acceptance and (3) test the prospects for further European growth
and international expansion considering the selected commercialization plan.
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3.4 Vulnerability
3.4.1 Introduction
To address information security challenges in the CIPSEC framework, Comsec has crafted an approach that
will provide CIs, and of course the project pilots with a holistic view to identify security vulnerabilities and the
ways to address them. This will assist CIs in improving and maintaining a consistent level of security across its
network. This will be achieved through a security vulnerability assessment.

3.4.2 Scope of Work
3.4.2.1

Information Security Assessment

The Cyber & Information Security Assessment consists of 5 sections outlined in detail below:
1. Mapping the relevant threats, platforms and assets
2. Security Infrastructure
3. Application Security
4. Deliverables & Reporting

3.4.2.2

Mapping the relevant threats, platforms and assets

Performing a Cyber & Information Security Assessment will provide CI with a holistic view to more accurately
focus resources and address business risks in a cost-effective way, through the adoption of a prioritized
approach. The review will enable CI to develop an integrated approach to its security strategy, form a security
strategic plan that will be in-line with existing and future business drivers.
The initial phase will involve mapping CI’s key assets and threats. Following this, we will examine each of the
following three security domains: Infrastructure Security; Application Security and Organizational Security.

Figure 17. Cyber & Information Security Assessment process
Comsec will map the security threats, possible attack platform and the primary assets CI needs to protect.
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Figure 18. Mapping elements

Following the initial phase, considering its central findings and the identification of CI’s key assets, threats and
platforms, this phase of the Cyber & information security assessment will be conducted in accordance with a
proven methodology and best practice techniques. The assessment will examine each of the following three
security domains described in detail below.

3.4.2.3

Security Infrastructure

The robust design of infrastructure and security architecture is an essential component in managing
information security. Identifying potential security vulnerabilities at the infrastructure level and assessing the
potential security threats to networks, firewalls, routers, switches, operating systems form a critical part of
assessing CI’s risk posture.
Sample activities that will be assessed include:
Analysing existing IT security architecture, including reviewing the following components:






Network security to assess ability of external hackers to penetrate the environment of CI.
Effectiveness of firewalls, IPS (Intrusion Prevention Systems) and IDS (Intrusion Detection Systems)
as a barrier to malicious forces attempting to breach the security infrastructure of CI.
Ability of security monitoring system to effectively log, track and alert on potential security breaches.
Assess ability and configurations of anti-virus and anti-spam filters to block the threat from spoof
websites & emails, SQL injection and sophisticated viruses.

Comsec team will highlight communication vulnerabilities by undertaking the following tests and checks:




Test for vulnerabilities based on communication configuration and settings.
Check for mal-configured communication components and services, non-secure remote management
capabilities and sensitive remote access options.
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Check that servers are appropriately hardened and account and password management is handled
effectively.
Comsec will check for:
» The existence of default or known user accounts (e.g. root, administrator, guest etc.)
» Assess the damage to the server and to the network if such an account is compromised.

3.4.2.4













Infrastructure Security Testing

Bypassing detection mechanisms in the system (both for users and for sub-systems)
Attacking password management mechanisms.
Attempts to switch between different systems users.
Check the system’s information leakage as a result of various attacks on the system.
Checking the existence of system backdoors (intentional and unintentional).
Integrity checking the mechanisms to address unpredictable system errors and dealing with
unexpected situations.
Checking the security mechanisms in transit of sensitive information between servers and during
storage, and use of cryptographic mechanisms
Exploiting the system’s documentation and monitoring mechanisms. The test will also include the
protection and management mechanisms for access to the database.
Use automatic / manual tools to scan and find system vulnerabilities.
Utilizing a set of tests on the servers in order to draw information and get CLI access.
Utilizing exploit deficiencies that were found during the test in order to gain full access to the server.

3.4.2.5

Application Security Assessment

Under the scope of the Cyber & information security assessment, the Comsec team will evaluate the overall
state of security in relation to core business applications. The availability of core business applications is
essential to CI in order to provide users, customers and partners with an uninterrupted service and protect
sensitive customer data. Sample activities that will be assessed includes:





Business Validation Checks: Exploiting incomplete business logic validation checks to in order to
preform unauthorised actions. For example, sending specially crafted requests to the application in
order to perform unauthorised operations.
Data Access Layer Protection & Data Validation: Exploiting issues in the implementation of the web
application’s connectivity with its data sources.
Session Management: Exploiting issues in the implementation of the session including:



Initialisation of the session and generation of the session identifier
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Representation and storage of session object on the server side
Representation and storage of session on the client side
Content (and encryption) of session identifiers
Session termination and timeout

 Authentication Mechanisms: Exploiting issues in the authentication mechanism of the application,
including issues such as:








Inability of the application to restricts anonymous access to sensitive pages.
Missing protection of credentials
Unsafe implementation of the login and logout procedures
Insufficient Password policy and lockout mechanism
Exposing Error Messages in authentication pages
Unsafe Single Sign-On operations

 Authorisation Mechanism: Exploiting issues in the authorisation system to access restricted
functions, information, or interfaces.

 Memory Corruption and DoS: Exploiting issues in the core components of the system or its
framework, to derive the system to an unstable state and potentially crash it.

 Combined Attacks and Attack Scenarios: In real life scenarios, an attacker will combine various
attack vectors together to a complex attack scenario.

3.4.2.6







Application Security Testing

Business Validation Checks: Exploiting incomplete business logic validation checks to preform
unauthorised actions. For example, sending specially crafted requests to the application in order to
perform unauthorised operations.
Data Access Layer Protection & Data Validation: Exploiting issues in the implementation of the
web application’s connectivity with its data sources. An example of a vulnerabilities that could enable
this attack vector is SQL Injection.
Session Management: Exploiting issues in the implementation of the session including:







Initialisation of the session and generation of the session identifier
Representation and storage of session object on the server side
Representation and storage of session on the client side
Content (and encryption) of session identifiers
Session termination and timeout

Authentication Mechanisms: This will be performed in order to obtain unauthorised access to various
types of information and functions. This will include exploiting issues such as:





Inability of the application to restrict anonymous access to sensitive resources
Missing protection of credentials
Unsafe implementation of the login and logout procedures
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Insufficient password policy and lockout mechanism
Exposing Error Messages in authentication pages

Authorisation Mechanism: Exploiting issues in the authorisation system in order to access restricted
functions, information, or interfaces. Examples for vulnerabilities that could enable this attack vector are
insecure direct object reference vulnerabilities, failure to restrict URL access, missing authorisation
check and more.
Memory Corruption and DoS: Exploiting issues in the core components of the system or its
framework, in order to derive the system to an unstable state and potentially crash it. In some cases,
this could also enable memory corruption in the application, and allow remote code execution. This will
include overloading the various queues and testing if the queue manager is able to handle this.
Combined Attacks and Attack Scenarios: In real life scenarios, an attacker will combine various
attack vectors together to a complex attack scenario. When such a scenario is identified, the testing
team will produce a short video clip, illustrating the chances for the occurrence of such a complex
scenario.

Injection
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Figure 19. Frequently detected vulnerabilities to test
In addition, the testing will also review among others, the protection against frequently detected vulnerabilities.

3.4.3 Approach and Methodology
The general approach of the project will involve several key activities, to be carried out by a team of Comsec’s
Security Specialists:
1. Gathering information about the design, architecture and interfaces. This includes a review of technical
documentation (design documents, functional descriptions, reports of previous tests performed,
development documentation and others), interviews with developers and programmers, interactions with
application owner etc.
2.

Initial analysis of the system architecture, data flow, infrastructure and concept.

3.

Determining sensitive attack paths (e.g. interfaces, modules) and attack patterns that would be covered
during the security review, in both the design and implementation levels.
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4.

Conducting Security Review and deployment testing of the platform, based on a Top-Down analysis of
vulnerable system components. This will include performing manual checks, automated tests and various
reviews to uncover security vulnerabilities.

5.

Analysis of the gathered data and the results of the various reviews. The analysis includes categorizing
the detected vulnerabilities and prioritizing them according to the business and technical context. Comsec
methodology includes a systematic Security Risk Analysis & Evaluation process.

6.

Report documentation

3.4.4 Output of the service
The deliverables for this service will include:





Executive Summary & Presentation - Includes a summary of the key security threats and the
implication for CIs. The main findings will be outlined, assigned a priority level and be accompanied
with a clear set of recommendations for their mitigation.

Detailed Findings - this will include all the findings from the project activities, including risk type,
description and rating.
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Road Map - The road map will detail the prioritized actions required in order to address the key
security areas. The road map will be developed using a risk based approach and aligned to CI’s
business requirements.

3.4.5 Legal requirements
This service will be conducted after receiving a written approval from the client.

3.4.6 Business model
The pricing is based on scoping each specific CI, understanding its size and the work effort needed. (this can
vary from several days to several weeks, depending on the size of the CI)

3.4.7 Prerequisites





The tested organization will designate a primary point of contact (POC) for the duration of the project.
The POC should be available to Comsec during the entire engagement and have sufficient authority
to schedule the required access and address any issues that may arise.
The tested organization will make sure all key personnel are available throughout the duration of the
project
The tested organization will supply the necessary resources such as:
 Work space
 User names and passwords
 Secure remote connection
If they will be necessary for the delivery of the project.

3.5 Training
3.5.1 Introduction
CIPSEC’s training service will offer specialized courses with a generalist view in the field of cybersecurity with a
special focus on critical infrastructures, the CIPSEC framework and its associated security
components/products. Tailored versions adjusted to the operational environments of the various Critical
Infrastructure Providers (e.g. health sector, transportation etc.) will also be offered.
CIPSEC’s training courses are an important part of the CIPSEC security ecosystem because critical
infrastructures do not only rely on technology and services but they are operated by people. These people must
be experts and have specialized know-how over their domain. Furthermore, with CIPSEC training courses we
aim at increasing stakeholders’ engagement, awake people’s interest in cybersecurity and the CIPSEC platform
and finally build a community of experts which may ease a smooth adoption and subsequent daily use in the
management of critical infrastructure security.
The CIPSEC training service will follow a 3-tier approach. These tiers will focus on a) general cyber security, b)
critical infrastructure and c) the CIPSEC overall framework, security solutions and pilots. Our proposed training
service will be evaluated through 3 separate training events, organized within the duration of the project. In
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these events, we will present our courses to various users with different expertise and background (technicians,
employees, end-users) to collect feedback for making improvements to the courses and the overall service.
Finally, we will publish our proposed service (and courses) online and make them available to everyone. To
achieve this, our initial intention was to make use of an e-Learning platform called FORGEBox. However, it was
decided that instead of hosting the training service on a platform, designed for general use, we will create a
new one (portal) which will host only cybersecurity relevant material. This portal will be based on the
FORGEBox platform (which is open-source), but it will only host courses related to security, privacy etc.
The following sections describe our service in detail.

3.5.2 CIPSEC 3-tier training service
CIPSEC training courses will be organized in groups following a 3-tier approach which is depicted below
(Figure 17). Our goal is to offer a service which begins with a generalist introduction to the cybersecurity field,
digs a bit deeper into Critical Infrastructures and finally offers specialized training for the CIPSEC security
framework. With this approach, we seek to engage more people with a diverse background, technical expertise
and goals. If our training service was only focusing to the CIPSEC framework, it would have a very limited and
highly specialized audience. Instead our 3-tier approach will include multiple courses across various fields of
cybersecurity, network protection, antivirus, antimalware etc. and will have a considerably bigger audience and
impact.

Figure 20. Training: 3-tier approach of the Training Service
Cybersecurity
The first tier which includes the most general courses has the most broader scope and is targeted for
technicians and engineers working in various companies and CIs as well as home users with general interest in
cybersecurity. Vulnerability is considered a transversal topic covered in the courses listed below.
Topic

Description

Network Monitoring

Efficient methods and techniques to identify cyber-attacks and combat them at
network level.

Honeypots

Various matters related to honeypots (e.g. deployment use and operation, use for
anomaly detection, honeypots for CIs etc.).

DoS identification

DoS identification methods and mitigation techniques and defences in various
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levels.
Antivirus/Antimalware

Antivirus-antimalware and general good practices for cyber-protection.

Target audience: technicians and engineers of CIs, employees of CI with previous technical background or
interest in cybersecurity, home users.
Critical Infrastructures
The second tier includes the more specialized courses in the field of Critical Infrastructure protection and is
targeted for CI Employers, Technicians, Engineers, Management etc.
Topic

Description

System integrity for ICS

Analysing main threats to industrial control systems (e.g. the exploitation of
applications, protocols and communication interfaces).

Network Protection

Protecting the networks against attacks (like Denial-of-Service, network
infiltration and communication modification) and ensuring the timeliness of
transmitted messages are essential assets for sustaining operation of the CI.

Hardware security

Vulnerabilities introduced in critical infrastructure system devices by
inappropriate hardware or software implementations of security algorithms.

Privacy

Various privacy issues related to Critical Infrastructures.

Social engineering

Raise awareness about all social engineering techniques used nowadays,
and how human factor is exploited in various combinations to create attacks.

Best Practices

Promote good security policies and industrial practices to foster common
understanding.

Forensics

General aspects on Forensics in Critical Infrastructure Systems.

Target audience: Technicians, engineers, management and any other employees of CIs.
CIPSEC Platform
Finally, the third tier will include courses based on the CIPSEC platform and it will be targeted for administrators
and users installing and operating the platform. These courses will discuss various technical aspects like the
different menus available to configure platform and how to set the data related to security is shown. This course
will also include instructions about platform installation and specific guides of the various specific tools the
platform is composed of.
Topic

Description

CIPSEC framework

Introduction to CIPSEC framework.
components, features, capabilities etc.

XL-SIEM

Training course on the XL-SIEM monitoring tool of the CIPSEC framework.
Installation, configuration, operation.

Abstract
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Bitdefender Total Security 2017

Training course on the Bitdefender Total Security 2017 cyber-security tool
of the CIPSEC framework. Installation, configuration, operation.

Honeypots

Training course on the Honeypots solutions for DDoS protection tool of the
CIPSEC framework. Installation, configuration, operation.

Forensics

Training course on the AEGIS dynamic forensics tool of the CIPSEC
framework. Installation, configuration, operation.

Secocard security card

Training course on the Secocard security card, used in the CIPSEC
framework. Installation, configuration, operation.

Wireless DDoS system

Training course on the Bitcarrier Wireless DDoS protection tool of the
CIPSEC framework. Installation, configuration, operation.

Target audience: CIPSEC platform admins, end users.

3.5.3 CIPSEC Training courses
In this section, we present a short description of CIPSEC training courses that have been implemented so far.
This section will constantly be updated throughout the duration of the project. New courses will constantly be
created to train end users and CI technicians and employees in working with CIPSEC’s final security solutions
and of course with the final version of the framework.
Honeypots
CIPSEC partner: FORTH
Target Audience: IT practitioners
Security Areas Covered: Network traffic anomaly detection
Duration: 45’
Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): Bring your own laptop
Presented: Yes - 1st
CIPSEC Training event
in Crete – Greece

Presenter(s):
Antonis Krithinakis,
Christos
Papachristos

Online: Yes
Course:
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxBs9Xx-tTY

Description: This course aims to help attenders understand the concept of honeypots and their role in the
protection of critical infrastructures in the context of the CIPSEC project. In the first part, the course starts with a
general presentation on honeypots to inform the audience how this security mechanism operates in order to
detect potential network threats. The first part concludes by summarizing the benefits of using honeypots in the
context of the CIPSEC architecture to enhance the security of critical infrastructures.
In the second part, the course demonstrates a honeypot solution which is used in the CIPSEC project. This
solution automates the process of honeypot deployment and configuration and provides visualization of results
and alerting mechanisms for administrators. This solution is based on the Dionaea low interaction honeypot,
and the Kippo medium-interaction honeypot. The first is a general-purpose honeypot which offers multiple
emulators for network services, while the second is specialized in the SSH protocol. Through the course, the
audience will have the opportunity to see how this infrastructure is operated through a web based control panel
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and how a specific attack can be performed and captured in real time.

DDoS attacks on critical infrastructures
CIPSEC partner: COMSEC
Target Audience: IT practitioners
Security Areas Covered: Network and communication security
Duration: 45’
Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): None for the audience
Presented: Yes - 1st
CIPSEC
Training
event in Crete –
Greece

Presenter(s): Omri Sagron

Online: Yes
Course:
Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJ_ZttX01Jk

Description: Large-scale distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on government sites have been relatively
few, but there is evidence to suggest that trend may be changing for the worse. This spate of attacks has raised
questions and concerns; if the Internet is vulnerable to DDoS, how reliable is our critical infrastructure, such as
utility systems?
DDoS attacks are increasingly fueled by the millions of devices connected to the Internet of Things (IoT) and it
is a threat because the grid is vast and constantly evolving, with some new technologies that are connected to
the IoT.
This course aims to help attenders understand the concept of the DoS & DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service)
attacks and their implementation in the critical infrastructures area in the context of the CIPSEC project. In the
first part, the course starts with a general explanation on DDoS attacks in order to inform the audience how this
attack take place as well as trends regarding to DDoS.
The second part dedicated to different DDoS scenarios, divided into 3 main groups:


Infrastructure Level DDoS



Application Level DDoS



Special DDoS Attacks

Finally, the course presents the DDoS service attacks provided by Comsec and how to implement this test
technique as part of the CIPSEC framework and services for critical infrastructures.

A gentle introduction to advanced anonymization of databases
CIPSEC partner: UPC
Target Audience: General audience
Security Areas Covered: Statistical disclosure control
Duration: 45’
Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): None for the audience
Presented: Yes - 1st

Presenter(s): Ahmad Mezher

Online: Yes
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CIPSEC
event in
Greece

Training
Crete –

Course:
Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvACLd5ysHk

Description: This course deals with new trends in data privacy, providing a quick glance at some of the privacy
challenges and solutions in modern information technologies, with emphasis on the benefits in CIPSEC’s
critical infrastructures. The first part of the presentation begins with a general overview of big-data technologies
and challenges, and concludes with k-anonymous micro aggregation as a privacy mechanism. The second part
- discusses the cost effectiveness in advanced privacy technologies. Finally, UPC’s Data Privacy Tool is
presented.

Digital Forensics
CIPSEC partner: AEGIS
Target Audience: IT Security, Law Enforcement
Security Areas Covered: Digital Forensics
Duration: 45’
Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): None for the audience
Presented: Yes - 1st
CIPSEC
Training
event in Crete –
Greece

Presenter(s): Vassilis
Prevelakis

Online: Yes
Course:
Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LsLI3mFlUXo

Description: When a crime is committed, there are important steps to be taken in order to collect evidence,
preserve evidence so that they can be used in a court of law later on, analyze evidence, and draw conclusions
which may range from an analysis of the MO of the perpetrators to recommendations to prevent the recurrence
of the specific crime. This course will take the audience through all the steps (Collection, Examination, Analysis,
Reporting) of an effective forensic investigation using a sample case study as an example. In addition,
examples from old cases give to the audience an opportunity to consider the ethical, legal, procedural and
financial considerations that may influence the course a forensic investigation.

Securing Critical Infrastructures through hardware means: String points and weaknesses of Hardware
security tokens
CIPSEC partner: UOP
Target Audience: Generic and experts
Security Areas Covered: Hardware Security
Duration: 45’
Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): None for the audience
Presented: Yes - 1st
CIPSEC Training event
in Crete – Greece

Presenter(s):
Apostolos P.
Fournaris

Online: Yes
Course:
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http://www.forgebox.eu/fb/preview_course.php?course_id=181
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OK_OCYPjx0c
Description: In this course, an overview of the most important hardware based technologies that are currently
used in order to protect security sensitive devices is made and the most important security gaps that such
technologies may have are discussed. The key points of such technologies are primarily focused on security
tokens that can be physically associated to a host device to provide security services like smart cards or
Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs). The overall architecture of such modules is presented and the design
challenges to realize them are highlighted. Also, the cryptography/security services that they can provide is
discussed. Furthermore, in this course, possible vulnerabilities that may exist in a security module are
presented. More specifically, the course is focused on side channel analysis attacks and fault injection analysis
attacks, showing how such attacks can be mounted and how they can compromise the most important assets
of a Security token i.e. its cryptography keys. Side channel attacks exploit the information leaking from the
physical characteristics of a Hardware or software security/cryptography implementation (power consumption,
timing, electromagnetic emission, etc.) and can be easily mounted on a badly implemented Security token. The
most widely used applied countermeasures for such attacks are also described in this course. Finally, the
hardware security token (the University of Patras Hardware Security Module) design approach followed in the
CIPSEC project and the overall security services it provides are presented

3.5.4 Training methods
3.5.4.1 Training Events
CIPSEC project will validate the proposed training service in 3 different events. These events will demonstrate
our courses to various users with diverse background and expertise in cybersecurity. Our goal is to create a
multi-dimensional service that will be useful even to people with little technical knowledge in cybersecurity.
st

1 training event – Crete, Greece
st

nd

The 1 CIPSEC tutorial took place during the 22 IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communications, in
rd
Heraklion, Crete, Greece on the 3 of July 2017. It was organized by FORTH and lasted for a full day 10am5pm. Since the development of the CIPSEC framework was still undergoing at the time of the first event, the
project was not able to create specialized training material associated with the framework or its security
products. For this reason, the event focused on presenting material of general knowledge and skills for
cybersecurity aspects and Critical Infrastructures (tiers 1 and 2). Some of the courses included some early
development information for tools that will be used in the CIPSEC framework. The training courses that were
presented in this event were the following:


Securing Critical Infrastructures through hardware means: Strong and weaknesses of Hardware
security tokens – by Apostolos Fournaris, UOP



Honeypots – by Antonios Krithinakis, Christos Papachristos, Manos Athanatos, FORTH



DDoS attacks on Critical Infrastructures – by Omri Sargon, COMSEC



Digital Forensics – by Vasilis Prevelakis, AEGIS



A gentle introduction to advanced anonymization of databases – by Ahmad Mezher, UPC

More than 60 specialists, academics and students from all over the world participated in the workshop where a
number of tools, technologies, hardware and software mean on how to enhance Critical Infrastructures’ security
and more specifically CI in the Health domain was discussed.
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nd

2

rd

and 3 training event

The second and third training event will focus on highly specialized training material for advanced users and
technicians. These events will present our courses to the employees of CIPSEC pilots to train them on the
overall CIPSEC security framework as well as the installation, configuration and operation of its security
components. These events have not yet been defined but they will be organized by TUD and COMSEC.
Considering the experience of these three training events and the feedback received from the attendants, the
final organization of this service (i.e. course replication and updating) after the completion of the project will be
decided in line with the exploitation plan of the future CIPSEC framework.

3.5.4.2 Input – Online training platform
Provision of CIPSEC training courses to the public is one of CIPSEC’s main objectives. As mentioned above,
our initial intention for publishing our courses was to make use of the FORGEBOX e-Learning platform (Figure
18). Instead, what we will do is make use of the FORGEBox platform software (which is open-source) and build
from scratch a new training portal focused only on cybersecurity. More information about FORGEBox can be
found on http://www.forgebox.eu/fb/. We must note that FORGEBox makes use of FORGEStore, an online
marketplace for software tools, widgets and services that someone can use to create the interactive courses.
Such widgets, for example, offer webssh tools, visual log reports, automated resource allocation of real servers
etc. Our proposed platform will also be able to make use of all these tools for the creation of the CIPSEC’s
training courses. More information about FORGEStore can be found on http://forgestore.eu/
Our decision to create a new training platform was based on two factors:
a) Currently the FORGEBox platform, hosts a large set of diverse courses for different scientific areas and
topics (networking, online testbeds, IoT, network programming etc.). This will probably create confusion
to the end-users visiting our service looking for specific courses on cybersecurity training.
b) Creating a training platform solely focused on cybersecurity may also attract relevant projects,
universities, security experts to publish their own relevant courses and training classes. This will
increase the visibility of the project and give the opportunity to the project to build new collaborations
with external stakeholders. Furthermore, many of the consortium members (ATOS, Bitdefender,
FORTH, WOS, UOP etc) are already participating in various national and international cybersecurity
projects and can exploit the platform for their interest but also invite the other projects’ partners to use it
as well.
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Figure 21. Training: View of the FORGEBox Platform
Our training platform will give the opportunity to its users to create "interactive" online courses using real
testbeds (servers, computers, networks etc.) located anywhere in the world. This way, end-users can easily
adapt the pace of work and the contents to their individual needs. For that purpose, CIPSEC courses will be as
much self-sustained as possible with interactive contents. This later will seek to adopt a learning-by-doingapproach which will allow CIPSEC users to effectively interact with the framework from the beginning. All
courses can be executed directly in the platform or exported in various formats to be inserted in other LMS (e.g.
Moodle).

3.5.5 Business model
The organization and implementation of the training service beyond the project execution period must be well
aligned with the exploitation plan of the final CIPSEC framework. Actually, training is an add-value service
which pave the way to a proper commercialization of the service. In this context, how the training service is
finally organized will be decided in the coming months.
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4 Conclusions
This deliverable overviews the services to be integrated in the final CIPSEC architecture: the scope of each one
is presented with the specific requirements to operate them providing the desired functionalities and outputs.
The result is a set of services complementary to each other and the rest of CIPSEC products, which operating
together within the framework can meet the demands of different critical infrastructures.
The information contained herein should serve as a foundation for the implementation of the three pilots
considered in CIPSEC, covering the transportation, health and environment monitoring domains. The
implementation of the first functional prototypes in real working conditions will enlighten about the necessary
interconnection among product and services. In the light of the lessons learned from this validation stage, the
best possible interconnection and exploitation strategy for the services here presented will be decided.
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5 Glossary
AgID
API
BCP
BSI
CERT
CI
CIP
CNPIC
CSIRT
D
DDoS
DoS
DRP
EC
ECIs
ECS
EIDAS
ENISA
EU
GDPR
HCPB
HTTP
ICT
ICTCP
IETF
IODF
IT
ITSG
JSON
LMS
M
MTD
MVP
NIS
OT
PIA
PPP
ROL
RPO
RTO
SCADA
SIEM
SRIA
SSH

Agenzia per l'Italia Digitale
Application Programming Interface
Business Continuity Plan
Bundesamt für Sicherheits in der Informationstechnik
Computer Energency Response Team
Critical Infrastructure
Critical Infrastructure Protection
Spanish National Center for the Proyection of Critical
Infrastructures
Computer Security Incident Response Team
Deliverable
Distributed Denieal-of-Service
Denial-of-Service
Disaster Recovery Plan
European Commission
European Critical Infrastructures
European Cyber Security Organization
Electronic Identification, Authentication and Trust Services
European Union Agency for Network and Information Security
European Union
General Data Protection Regulation
Hospital Clinic de Barcelona
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Internet and Communication Technologies
ICT Contingency Plan
Internet Engineering Task Force
Incident Object Desciption Exchange Format
Information Technology
IT-Sicherheitsgesetz
JavaScript Object Notation
Learning Management Service
Month
Maximum Tolerable Downtime
Minium Viable Product
Network and Information System
Operational Technology
Processing-Independent Analysis
Public-private Partnerships
Revised Operating Level
Recovery Point Objective
Recovery Time Objective
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Security Information and Event Management
Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda
Secure Shell
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USB
VPN
WP
XML

Universal Serial Bus
Virtual Private Network
Workpackage
Extensible Markup Language
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